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Tämän tutkimuksen tavoitteena on selvittää, onko mahdollista saavuttaa ylituottoa 

kryptomarkkinoilla hyödyntäen teknisen analyysin keinoja. Tarkastelukohteena on valittu 

vanhin ja tunnetuin kryptavaluutta bitcoin. Testi toteutetaan aikavälillä 1.10.2016 – 

1.10.2018. 

Tutkimuksessa selitettään bitcoinin luonne ja perustellaan miksi se herättää kiinnostusta 

sijoituskohteena. Sitten teknisen analyysin keinoista valitaan laajalti käytettyjä indikaattoreita 

ja niiden perusteella laaditaan 3 strategiaa. Ensimmäinen niistä perustuu liukuvien 

keskiarvojen leikkaukseen, toinen RSI ja Bollingerin nauhojen leikkaukseen ja kolmas 

stokastiseen oskillaattoriin. Jokainen strategia testataan trendisuodattimen kanssa ja ilman 

sitä. Tutkielman vertailukohteena käytetään perinteistä osta ja pidä strategiaa. 

Tutkimuksen perusteella havaittiin, että jokaisella strategialla on mahdollista saada parempaa 

tuottoa verrattuna osta ja pidä strategiaan. Huomattiin myös, että jos sekä ”Pelkästään Pitkä” 

että ”Pelkästään Lyhyt” versiot ovat kannattavia, kombinoitu ”Pitkä & Lyhyt” versio näyttää 

huomattavasti parempaa tuottoa verrattuna näiden kahden version yksinkertaiseen 

summaan. Ensimmäinen strategia tarjoaa parasta ja kolmas strategia pahinta suorituskykyä 

sekä tuotto- että riskinäkökulmasta. Trendisuodattimen lisäyksen tulos oli ristiriitainen 

tuottonäkökulmasta, mutta täysin kannattava riskinäkökulmasta. 
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The purpose of this research is to investigate is it possible to receive extra profit in crypto 

market by using technical analysis methods. The oldest and the most famous cryptocurrency 

bitcoin has been selected as a subject. A test was executed during two-year period from 

1.10.2016 to 1.10.2018. 

The research describes a nature of bitcoin and explains why it raises interest as an investment. 

Then from technical analysis methods are selected widely used indicators and developed 

three strategy based on them. First strategy is based on the moving average crossover, second 

one is based on the crossover of the RSI and the Bollinger Bands and third one is based on 

stochastic oscillator. Every strategy is tested with a trend filter and without it. A benchmark in 

the test is traditional buy & hold strategy.  

According to empirical test, every strategy can show greater return compared to buy & hold 

strategy. It was also observed that if both “Only Long” and “Only Short” versions are 

profitable, combined “Long & Short” version shows much higher profit, than the simple sum 

of the results of “Only Long” and “Only Short” versions. Strategy 1 provided the best 

performance and Strategy 3 the worst both in terms of profit and in terms of risk. The results 

of adding the trend filter were ambivalent in terms of profit, but totally worthwhile in terms 

of risk. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays the world is constantly changing. New trends are increasing. During the last few 

years such phenomenon as cryptocurrency is becoming more and more popular. The idea of 

this research is to test how traditional technical analysis works on that new market. 

1.1. Background and aim of the thesis 

I was interested in investments and trading and, firstly, wanted to write the thesis about the 

combinations of technical and fundamental analysis on the stock market. But when I had 

started to discover it deeply, I understood, that traditional stock market is not the only good 

option for investments. Nowadays there is a new very interesting alternative - 

cryptocurrencies.  

Of course, they have appeared not so long time ago and it is not so well known yet. For every 

discussion of this topic different prejudices are quite common. Some people are totally 

skeptical and say, that cryptocurrencies include too many different risks. But as we can see 

from historical charts during the previous years (and actually during all its history) the most 

popular cryptocurrencies showed thousands of percent of annual growth. It is very hard to 

make the same profit in the traditional stock market. It is possible if you will invest in startups, 

but only if you will find real jewels in thousands of young companies, which will die in few 

years. Also, it is possible to gain that huge profit in derivatives trading, but the risk to lose all 

your deposit is also very huge.  

In traditional investments expected annual profit is counted in dozens of percent. 

Cryptomarkets are much faster and the same profit could be received in few weeks. At the 

same time the historical charts show that drawdowns of 90 percent are quite common. But 

during the Great Depression Dow Jones Industrial also lost 89% (Wilson 2016). It means that 

although risks in crypto market is higher, the similar drawdown is possible on the traditional 

markets also. On the other hand, expected profit is much higher. If we consider it from 

profit/risk relationship, crypto market looks very attractive for investments. That is why I have 

decided to discover this market.   
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Extremely high volatility is another one distinctive feature of crypto market. It provides 

excellent opportunities for trading. If it was possible to recognize local high and low levels, it 

would be possible to gain much higher profit compared to long-term investments by using 

technical analysis methods. A main aim of the thesis is to test this possibility. 

Could technical analysis strategies show better performance compared to basic buy 

and hold strategy? 

The research consists from one basic Buy & Hold strategy and 3 strategies based on different 

indicators. All those strategies are much simpler, than traders really use. It is obvious, that it 

is possible to build more complex strategies with higher performance. The idea is to test could 

even those simple tools of technical analysis give higher profit, than traditional long-term 

investments. And if it is possible, it would be an excellent confirmation of use of the technical 

analysis. The result of the test provides answers also for the following questions:  

1. Which of used technical analysis strategies show the best performance? 

2. Is it possible to receive higher profit with lower risk with trend-following filter? 

1.2. Research methods 

This research uses quantitative methods with some qualitative elements in the chapter about 

fundamental analysis. For a backtesting of the strategies is used financial visualization 

platform Trading View. It has a special tool called “Strategy Tester”. Every version of the 

strategies is coded through Pine Script coding language. It is a lightweighted language 

developed by Trading View focused on specific tasks on backtesting strategies and developing 

indicators. (Trading View 2013) The “Strategy Tester” directly provides all data relating to the 

strategy. It includes prices for every entry and exit. Moreover, it shows maximal drawdown of 

portfolio and received profit.  

Closing price data is taken from an exchange called BitStamp. It is the oldest existing exchange 

on Trading View with the longest historical data. After strategy has been implemented, all 

received data is exported to Excel and modified for the more convenient view. The final 

performance of every strategy is calculated from that data in Excel. 
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1.3. Limitations 

A test will be concentrated on the bitcoin. According to Coinmarketcap nowadays there are 

over two thousand different cryptocurrencies. Some of them have higher volatility and could 

be more profitable. In 2016 Pearson correlation between different cryptocurrencies was close 

to zero, so they didn’t have any correlation relationship. In 2017 most of the pairs started to 

show dependency and increasing correlation. In 2018 correlation coefficient between all 

popular currencies was over 0.5. (Cryptocurrencyhub 2018) Thereby nowadays all altcoins 

have high correlation with bitcoin rates and usually follow the same direction with some 

coefficient. Of course, there are some exceptions based on news, related to the certain 

altcoin, but mainly bitcoin set the direction for all cryptomarket. 

This research covers two-year period from 1.10.2016 to 1.10.2018. This period was chosen, 

because cryptomarket is quite young and constantly changing. Couple of years ago context 

was totally different, and results from that time cannot be trustful enough. Chosen time 

period consists of 14,5 months of bullish market and 9,5 months of bearish market as it is 

possible to see in Figure 1. In this way, the test will cover both market conditions. 

 

Figure 1. Bitcoin chart from 1.10.2016 to 1.10.2018. (Trading View 2018) 

For simplification every position is calculated, as it is open for a whole deposit. In the real 

trading it is too risky, but in backtesting it is used to show the highest possible performance. 

Exchange fees and other trading expenses are equated to zero. Every exchange has its own 

conditions. Bitmex exchange has positive fees for market makers, so traders who open limit 

orders can even receive a rebate (Bitmex 2018).  
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Every strategy is tested in three versions: “Only Long”, “Only Short” and “Long & Short”. 

Additionally, every strategy is tested with 100-days Simple Moving Average as a filter and 

without it. The idea of this filter is to open just the trend-following positions. All results are 

compared to each other. 

The test will be done just on the 1-day timeframe. 1 week is too long for that new market and 

it works just for the global analysis. Otherwise, smaller timeframes have too much market 

noises (Kenton 2018a).  

1.4. Structure 

Second chapter generally describes bitcoin as a technology. After that is done fundamental 

analysis as an explanation why long-term investments to bitcoin are worthwhile. Explanations 

of technical analysis in general and every indicator used it the actual strategies are given in a 

third chapter. There are also mentioned previous researches. In chapter four I describe actual 

strategies and risk measures. Results of the test are presented in the chapter five. Chapter six 

is for conclusions and further researches discussion. 
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2. What is bitcoin and why it is a good investment 

Before the theory of the technical analysis and the strategies by themselves, it is necessary to 

explain what bitcoin really is, describe briefly the technology and demonstrate why it could 

be considered as an investment. This chapter will make clear why even Buy and Hold strategy 

is worthwhile and expected to be profitable. 

2.1. Description of the technology 

Bitcoin is a digital and global currency. It allows people to send or receive payments in the 

Internet without exposing their identity. Bitcoin’s security is based on the mathematical field 

of cryptography. All confirmed transactions are included in the block chain, on which the 

entire bitcoin network relies. The block chain is a shared public ledger. Balances on every 

wallet in the network are calculated using the history of transactions, recorded in the block 

chain. (Bitcoin.org)  

 

Every wallet has a public key and a secret key. Public key is used as an address, where bitcoins 

are sent. Private key is used as a password to sign transactions by providing a mathematical 

proof that transaction is made by the owner of the wallet. Confirmation of the transaction 

usually takes 10-20 minutes through a process called mining. (Bitcoin.org)  

 

Mining is used to confirm pending transactions by including them in the block chain. If 

transactions are confirmed, they are packed in a block. Blocks are generated by miners 

through solving math problems. Difficulty of the math problem depends on how many people 

are mining for bitcoin at the moment. The first miner, who succeed to solve the problem, get 

a reward with new bitcoins. (Bitcoin.org)  

 

It is almost impossible to modify the previous blocks. If someone wants to change the bitcoin 

history, he needs to outpace all the other bitcoin miners. It demands to control more than 

50% of the network's mining hashrate, or computing power. The decentralization of the 

network protects it from that. But even if someone, for example big group of miners, succeed 

to control more than 50% of hashrate, it would be more profitable for them to play fairly, 

because otherwise trust of users will be lost and price will fall. (Kelleher 2018) Those principles 

guarantee safety of the bitcoin’s block chain. 
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2.2. Fundamental analysis. Why bitcoin is a good investment 

The concept of a cryptocurrency is still new and, compared to traditional investments, bitcoin 

doesn't have so long-term history. With its increasing use, bitcoin become less experimental 

and more common every day, but it is still in a development phase, still evolving. Investments 

to bitcoin have some unique risks, like regulatory risk, security risk, insurance risk, fraud risk 

and market risk. (Kelleher 2018) Investors should remember that and learn carefully how 

exactly this market works. But still there are a lot of reasons, why investments to bitcoins are 

worthwhile. 

2.2.1. Political issues 

Political issues are one of the main factors affect to bitcoin price. We can find multiple 

examples exploring a history of bitcoin presented in Nathaniel Popper’s book “Digital Gold”. 

During the first few years after the bitcoin was developed, there were just a small group of 

crypto enthusiasts. But step by step a community grew. A lot of first bitcoin holders were 

libertarians and anarchists, who really appreciated an idea of anonymous and uncontrolled by 

any government currency. Bitcoin was used in different illegal cases like money laundering or 

illegal commerce. Those things created a negative reputation for tbitcoin. That could not be 

approbated by any government. In that time many politicians thought that bitcoin should be 

forbidden or at least taken under control. (Popper 2015)  

 

But there was a problem – it was technically impossible to forbid it or take it under control. 

Moreover, the advantages of the block chain technology became more and more obvious. It 

meant, that even if in the certain country government would find some way to ban 

cryptocurrencies, it would just grow in other countries. But it meant, that other countries 

would also gain all benefits from implementing that new technology. (Popper 2015)  

 

When those factors became obvious, the tone of discussions around bitcoin became more 

and more positive. Also, bitcoin by itself was less and less associated with the shadow market 

and more and more with investments. The discussions about it had moved from internet 

forums to the highest level, and as a result, instead of rejection and prohibition, politicians 

had started to talk about adopting law and regulations for that new phenomena. (Popper 

2015)  
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Nowadays it is already obvious, that cryptocurrencies will not be forbidden. On the contrary, 

many countries compete of making the most attractive conditions for crypto startups and 

implementing this new technology. For example, Venezuela already even has its own national 

cryptocurrency El Petro and going to use it in an international oil trade. (CCN 2018b) The 

similar discussions are in some other countries. World is moving toward to clear regulations 

in cryptosphere and most likely an emergence of clear regulations and traditional financial 

instruments will bring institutional investments to the market. And institutional investments 

can give an impulse for a new bullish market and new highs. 

2.2.2. Market size 

A capitalization of bitcoin at the first of October 2018 was 115 billion dollars. (CoinMarketCap 

2018) It is miserable compared to cap of other traditional assets. Bitcoin is often compared 

with gold, but the world’s gold supply in 2017 had a market cap of 7 trillion dollars, which is 

61 times higher, than bitcoin’s market cap. (Williams 2017) Global stock market cap in 2017 

was near 80 trillion dollars, so almost 700 times higher, than bitcoin’s cap. (The World Bank 

2017)  Even just S&P500 had at the same time capitalization of 22 trillion dollars, which is 191 

times higher, than market capitalization of bitcoin. (Williams 2017)  

 

Some experts say that bitcoin is just a bubble, but if we compare the bitcoin’s capitalization 

with the caps of other markets, we will see, that bitcoin has almost unlimited growth 

potential, if it would be accepted as a traditional asset. Of course, every market has its own 

bullish and bearish periods. During the previous bearish periods every time bitcoin lost about 

80-90% of its value from the highest price, but on the following bullish market price was 

always higher, than on the previous one. 

 

It is possible to check it from another one point of view. The world population is approximately 

7,7 billion (Worldometers 2018). Amount of registered bitcoin wallets is close to 21 million. It 

is just 0,27% of the world population. Also, most of the registered wallets has miserable 

number of bitcoins. (BitInfoCharts 2018)  Moreover, usually bitcoin holders don’t keep all their 

coins in the same place and have at least few wallets. In addition, many users lost access to 

their wallets. All that means, that real number of bitcoin owners is even smaller.  
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It is possible to say, that it is not totally correct to count whole world population in 

investment’s aspects. Somewhere people don’t have even an access to the Internet. That is 

true, but a fact is that in countries with weak economy and hyperinflation people realized the 

value of bitcoin even earlier. For example, in Argentina bitcoin became a common payment 

method and the way to preserve the savings already 5 years ago (Popper 2015). 

 

But anyway, even in developed countries percent of people involved into cryptoindustry is still 

negligible. Bitcoin is not yet common for mass. Before the Great Depression Joseph Kennedy 

said “You know it's time to sell when shoeshine boys give you stock tips. This bull market is 

over.” (Seeking Alpha 2010) Bitcoin is still really far from that situation. 

2.2.3. Institutional investments 

An attitude of institutional investors to bitcoin is also changing. Cryptocurrencies looks 

attractive for the “smart money”. There are few reasons. First of all, as it was said, growing 

prospects are awesome. In terms of profit/risk ratio, bitcoin is almost out of competition. But 

that is not all. Probably everyone who is interested in investments knows that you shouldn’t 

“put all eggs into one basket”. But for real diversification, you need to form a portfolio from 

such assets, whose prices don’t have strong correlation. In traditional markets it is not an easy 

task. But bitcoin’s correlation with stock market is close to zero, it is totally independent asset 

living by its own rules. (SifrData 2018) Including bitcoin in the investment portfolio will reduce 

its volatility.  

 

It is related to another one thing. During the last century average period of market growth 

was 8-9 years and after it was changed by one – one-and-a-half-year period of correction. The 

last bullish market began in 2009 after the financial crisis. No one knows when it is time for a 

new bearish period, but according to the historical data it can happen quite soon. During the 

bearish period the best option is to have money in cash or invest in some assets which have 

potential of growth. Bitcoin could be that kind of asset.  

 

Indeed, when the stock market falls, major players, so called “whales”, can move their capitals 

into cryptomarket. Due to the small market size even a miserable by traditional standards 

amount of invested money can give a push to the strongest growing impulse. When the price 

will be high enough, they can sell, and when it falls down buy again. In general, during the 
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correction on stock market the whales can play in “pump and dump” on cryptomarket, where 

it still has no legal constraints. Of course, this is just one of the scenarios, but it’s worth to 

keep it in mind. Bitcoin has repeatedly been called the new fear index for the stock market. 

 

Big players invest in bitcoin individually, but the funds still keep aside. Funds cannot deposit 

money into an unregulated area. The non-trade risk of direct investment is another one 

limiting factor – for example cryptoexchanges are regularly hacked. Institutional investments 

are waiting for two factors: clear regulations and traditional financial instruments. And we are 

moving towards to both. 

 

On December 10, 2017 Cboe Global Market Inc launched bitcoin futures. CME Group Inc 

launched futures on December 17, 2017. Before that the bitcoin futures existed just on the 

cryptoexchanges. But Cboe and CME are traditional financial market companies. (Cheng 2017) 

Exactly in that time when the first traditional financial instrument was launched price was the 

highest. Market crush after that can signalize, that new professional players decided to open 

short positions. An interesting observation is, that most of the local highs and lows during the 

2018 coincided with expiration dates of the CME futures. It could be another one confirmation 

of the manipulations with an exchange rate. 

 

Nowadays cryptocommunity is waiting to another two traditional financial instruments. First 

of them is Bakkt, strictly regulated trading platform developed by Intercontinental Exchange 

(ICE), the owner of 23 exchanges, including the world’s largest, the New York Stock Exchange. 

The main goal of Bakkt is to open the door to the cryptomarket to institutional investors. A 

target launching date is on January 24, 2019. (Campbell 2018)  

 

Second expected event is an approving of a Bitcoin Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) by the 

Securities and Exchange Comission (SEC). ETF is a fund, that holds ownership of some asset. 

In that case its shareholders don’t own that asset by themselves, but shares in the fund, which 

are easily tradable. The fund is strictly regulated and protect its investors from various risks. 

If Bitcoin ETF will be accepted, institutional investors will have another one gateway to the 

cryptomarket. According many experts it could create an explosion in interest for bitcoin like 

we have never seen before. Bitcoin is often compared with gold, that is why it is interesting 

to check what happened with the real gold after Gold ETH was launched. First Gold ETF was 
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approved in Australia in 2003 and one year after in United States. It led to the great rally in 

the price of gold. It doesn’t mean that bitcoin will follow this scenario, but it is very likely. 

(Marques 2018) The SEC constantly delay the final decision about Bitcoin ETF. New deadline 

for it is on February 27, 2019.  

2.2.4. Cost of mining 

Cost of bitcoin is based on the cost of equipment and electricity. Mining remains profitable 

until bitcoin can be sold by higher price than its mining costs. Now, when the price of bitcoin 

is going down, profitability is also falling. Individual miners sell equipment and leave the 

market. Big players who can afford to mine at lower costs, on the contrary, come to market. 

As a result, total hashrate, computing power involved in mining, is growing, but mining 

becomes industrial and centralized. It requires a serious investment and vast resources. It 

means, that mining is also moved to the whales, who also have enough resources for 

manipulations with price. Probably, they won’t allow the price to stay below the cost for a 

long time, because in that case all their plants will become unprofitable. So, it is possible to 

say, that the price of bitcoin has a potential bottom on the level of the cost of mining.  

 

There is no reason to expect that in the future mining will be cheaper than now. In theory 

electricity can become cheaper due to the solar panels and wind turbines, but it is very 

unlikely, that it can become cheaper for the miners. Electricity consumption of mining is really 

huge, and in some countries, there are already talks about limits or special prices for the 

miners. In Quebec, for example, this decision has already been made (Helmes 2018).  

 

A mining equipment is really getting cheaper, but only an old equipment, and it is cheaper 

because, as a result of a permanent “arms race”, because it loses its relevance and becomes 

useless. So, miners need to spend money for new equipment all the time. 

 

During the time period we are looking at the hashrate was constantly growing even on the 

bearish market (Blockchain 2018). It means, that miners believe in the new bullish market. 

While network supports bitcoin market situation is fundamentally fine. But the growing 

hashrate also means that piece of the pie belongs to one miner becomes smaller all the time. 
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The reward per mined block is also constantly decreasing. Total bitcoin emission is limited to 

21 million coins. Every time when new 210000 blocks are calculated, the reward becomes two 

times smaller. One block is calculated every 10 minutes, so it takes 4 years. From 2009 to 2012, 

the reward for the block was 50 BTC, from 2012 to 2016 - 25 BTC, from 2016 to the current 

time - 12.5 BTC. In 2020, the reward for the block will be halved again. (Bitcoin.org) 

 

All that means, that expenses for mining one bitcoin will just grow and grow very fast. 

According to the experts in 2022 bitcoin should cost several hundred dollars to cover its mining 

cost. If the price grows up the same as cost of mining, bitcoin will be an excellent investment. 

But let’s consider also what could happen, if price of bitcoin would be lower, then it’s cost of 

mining.  

 

First of all, miners are sellers. Investors could mine bitcoin by themselves or buy it. Electricity 

prices are different in different countries or even in different regions, so cost of mining is also 

different. If in some country mining becomes unprofitable, then people from that country, 

who want to invest to bitcoin have only one suitable option to become holders - to buy it. If 

number of buyers grows up, prices also grow up. 

 

Secondly, Chinese miners has motivation to stay on market at any price, since the reward 

received for the block allows them to avoid strict government control over the movement of 

capital. Thus, even if mining becomes unprofitable, large farms in China will probably continue 

their work. 

 

Thirdly, if some miners leave the market, those who continue working will receive a bigger 

piece of the pie, and for them the mining will become profitable again. 

 

The actual problem is, that even if the price of bitcoin may reach six-digit numbers, then total 

consumption of electricity for mining will be on the level of a large country. The governments 

probably won’t allow that. But bitcoin has already had different crisis situation and every time 

suitable solution was found. In this case, one of the obvious solutions will be to change the 

market model from Proof of Work to Proof of Stake, especially if the ethereum switches to 

PoS. 
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2.2.5. It is deflational currency 

At first money was golden. The supply was naturally limited, and mining demanded labor. It 

was impossible to reproduce it by any artificial method, although there were attempts all the 

time. Alchemists searched for the philosopher's stone, when kings minted lightweighted 

coins. 

 

Nowadays all currencies belong to some country are fiat money. They are established as a 

money by government regulation and don’t have any intrinsic value. If it is needed a 

government can decide to print more money. As long as the new money is printed as much as 

new product is produced situation is stable, but usually the government decides to print more 

money. As a result, the money supply is growing and there are more monetary units per unit 

of good. This process redounds to an inflation. 

 

Bitcoin in often called “digital gold”. Indeed, in this case it is closer to the real gold, than to 

the fiat money. It is impossible just to print new bitcoins – mining of digital coins demands 

time and energy. The complexity of mining is only growing, so it constantly becomes harder 

and more expensive to gain new coins. The total supply of bitcoins is limited, it will never 

exceed 21 million. The number of people involved in one way or another in a cryptoworld is 

constantly increasing. Due to it each individual user has smaller piece of the pie. Already 

existing bitcoins are losing and disappearing for various reasons including owner’s death, 

hardware failures or even plain carelessness. If the private key is lost it is impossible to restore 

an access to the wallet. According to CCN (2018a) 6 million bitcoins are left inaccessible and 

lost forever. 

 

The total supply of bitcoins is limited, and from the certain point it will even start to decline. 

The volume of goods and services can be bought by it are constantly growing. And if the 

number of goods can be bought per unit of currency increases, then the value of the currency 

itself also grows, and the prices measured in it, respectively, fall. It explains a deflational 

nature of bitcoin. 

 

Nowadays bitcoin is not most advanced cryptocurrency anymore. There are more 

contemporary and effective altcoins. But here it is also possible to see a parallel with gold – 
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nowadays it is not used as a payment method, but as an asset were people can keep their 

savings. If faith of bitcoin follows that way, transaction will be made in more advanced 

altcoins, but those altcoins will be measured and traded to bitcoin.  

 

Another interesting moment is that due to the growing popularity of bitcoin and its limited 

emission, it is not excluded that in the future bitcoins will turn into some kind of digital 

antiques and will gain a collectible value. Now it is just an interesting assumption, but who 

knows. 
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3. Theory of technical analysis 

Technical analysis is the study of financial market actions. It is used to find trading 

opportunities by analyzing statistical data. According to Grunder, Macdonald, Pocinci & 

Wilhelm (2010) technical analysts believe, that all relevant market information is presented 

on the charts with the exception of shocking news such as natural disasters. They are focused 

on patterns of price movements, technical indicators derived from price changes and other 

analytical tools. (Investopedia 2018c)  

Technical analysis is based on the idea that there are trends, momentum and patterns that 

repeat over time. The new expression is not totally the same, but quite similar and can be 

recognized. Technical analysis is related to behavioral finance and human mass psychology. 

According to it the charts are mirrors of the mood of the crowd and not of the fundamental 

factors. (Grunder et al 2010). 

Eugene Fama (1970) said that evidences for technical analysis are incompatible with the weak 

form of the efficient-market hypothesis. Fama and Blume (1966) also mentioned that 

investment community is more loyal to technical analysis than academical community. 

Flanegin and Rudd (2005) confirmed that idea. Nevertheless, methods of technical analysis 

have been extensively studied but the results of the researches are quite contradictory. It has 

both supporters and opponents. Irwin and Park (2007) summarized the results of the 

researches and reported that 56 of 95 modern studies confirm the effectiveness of technical 

analysis. However, they noted that some of the results are dubious.  

According to Ahmed, Beck and Goldreyer (2000) technical analysis methods show better 

performance on downtrends or in the markets with high volatility. This idea was confirmed in 

the various further researches, for example McKenzie (2007) revealed that technical analysis 

was effective during the 1997 Asian financial crisis. Bitcoin is in the downtrend and has high 

volatility, so effectiveness of technical analysis strategies could confirm those studies also in 

cryptomarket. 

Technical analysis has various methods and indicators. Some of them were created dozens of 

years ago and became already classic. Other indicators are developed by contemporary 

traders. (Grunder et al 2010). Some of them were created especially for cryptotrading. In this 
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chapter I will describe just those indicators, which are used in the strategies presented in the 

Chapter 4. All of them are classic and well known. Moving averages are the most popular both 

among investment community and academical community. Almost all technical analysis 

studies found in LUT Finna database are based on moving average crossover or at least include 

it as one of the presented methods. Effectiveness of relative strength index (RSI) and 

stochastic oscillator was provided in various researches. Jawade, Naidu and Adrawal (2015) 

found that RSI and stochastic are useful in predicting trend reversal in futures market. They 

also noted that stochastic gives trend reversal signal almost immediately on commencement 

of a new trend. 

3.1. Moving averages 

Moving averages are widely used for identifying price trends. They smooth out fluctuations in 

market prices, which make it easier to determine trends. Elder (1993) mentioned that their 

other function is to signal significant changes in direction as early as possible. There are a lot 

of different versions of moving averages, but the main principles are always the same. Buy 

and sell signals of any type of moving average are given when: 

1) The price crosses the moving average 

2) The moving average itself changes direction 

3) The moving averages cross each other  

3.1.1. Simple moving average (SMA) 

The simple moving average is the most widely used. It is just arithmetical mean of a certain 

set of values. Values are summed and then divided by the number of prices in the set. For 

example, to calculate a simple moving average of 5 days you should summarize closing prices 

of the last 5 days and then divide this sum by 5. It is called “moving”, because when new values 

become available, the oldest data points are dropped from the set and new data points 

replace them. Due to that way of calculation just the current information is accounted. 

(Murphy) Simple Moving Average is calculated according the formula 3.1, where 𝑃"  means the 

last closing price and n is a number of time periods.   
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     (3.1) 

 

Previously the simple moving average is extremely popular especially due to its easy way of 

calculation. But nowadays, when computer calculate everything automatically, difficulty of 

manual calculations is not so important. Moreover, the SMA is also criticized, because it gives 

equal weight to each day of the viewing horizon, even though the most recent data is often 

more important than the older data. Many traders argue that newest data should have a 

greater influence on the final result. That is the reason why traders often use alternative 

moving averages, which give higher priority to the last closing price. Exponential Moving 

Average is one of them. (Elder 1993)   

3.1.2. Exponential moving average (EMA) 

The Exponential moving average gives a greater weight to the more recent closing prices. It 

helps to reduce a lag. Due to it the EMA reacts faster to market changes. Another one 

advantage of the EMA is that it doesn’t drop out the values from the previous days. Their 

influence just gradually decreases and finally becomes miserably. The EMA is calculated by 

formula 3.2, where 𝑃# is the last closing price and 𝛼 is a smoothing factor and n is a number 

of time periods. (Elder 1993)  

 

          (3.2) 

 

3.2. Bollinger bands (BB) 

Bollinger's bands were created by John Bollinger in the early 1980s. They are based on the 

idea that market volatility is not static, as previously believed, but dynamic. Bollinger bands 

consist of a center line, and two price channels (bands) above and below it. The center line is 

one of moving averages (usually the SMA or the EMA), and the bands are standard deviations. 

(Investopedia 2018d) They are calculated by the next formulas: 

 

 

𝐸𝑀𝐴#(𝑛) = 	𝛼𝑃# + 𝐸𝑀𝐴#./(1 − 𝛼), 𝛼 = 	
2

𝑛 + 1 

𝑆𝑀𝐴#(𝑛) = 	
1
𝑛5𝑃".67"

6

"8/
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(3.3) 

     

 

(3.4) 

 

 

𝑃"  is the last closing price and 𝐷 is a standard deviation and n is a number of time periods.  

 

If upper and lower bands are equal to 2 standard derivations, price should stay in the channel 

95% of times. (Elder 1993) Usually the price is not outside of the channel, and if it is, it has a 

strong incentive to return back to the channel. When the price crosses upper band, it means 

that market is “overbought”, and it is a signal to sell. When the price crosses lower band, it 

means that market is “oversold”, and it is a signal to buy. (Investopedia 2018d)  

 

In the uptrend prices usually stay between the center line and the upper band. In the 

downtrend prices usually stay between the center line and lower band. If price cross the 

center line, it may signalize that trend direction is changing. Another one signal for trend’s 

changing Bollinger Bands give when channel lines are too close or too far from each other. 

(Murphy 1999)  

3.3. Oscillators 

Basics of technical analysis say that any changes are included in the price immediately and 

there is no other fair price besides of the current market price. Any serious deviations are 

considered unnormal and temporary. In the end price should return to its normal level. But 

that is not a constant, and new normal level is already adjusted according to the recent 

changes.  

 

Oscillators have different methods of calculation, but the principle of their operation and the 

interpretation of the signals is almost the same. Each of them has a concept of the normal 

level, as well as the levels of critical maximum and minimum. They set certain resistance and 

support lines for indicator. The analysis of oscillators is based on the idea that in normal 

𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 	𝑀𝐴 + 𝐷A
∑ (𝑃" − 𝑀𝐴)C6
"8/

𝑛  

𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟	𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 	𝑀𝐴 − 𝐷A
∑ (𝑃" − 𝑀𝐴)C6
"8/

𝑛  
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situation those lines should not be crossed. If the price crosses the limits set by oscillator, it is 

a signal that the market is “overbought” or “oversold”, and traders should expect a quick 

reversal movement and return to the normal level. (Elder 1993) Technically, the logic of those 

“overbought” and “oversold” levels in oscillators is mainly the same, as in Bollinger Bands. 

 

Oscillators are usually used in the flat when the price stays in the channel between resistance 

and support levels. When there is a strong trend, oscillator could give a lot of false signals. 

(Murphy 1999) Stochastic and Relative Strength Index it their different variations are the most 

popular oscillators.  

3.3.1. Stochastic oscillator 

The stochastic oscillator was developed by George Lane about 60 years ago. It presents the 

location of the closing price in relation to the previous highest and lowest closing price during 

the certain period of time. Usual length is 14. Lane mentioned, that the main idea of the 

stochastic oscillator is not to follow the price itself, but to follow the speed or momentum of 

price. (Investopedia 2018b)  

Stochastic consists from two lines: %K, which is faster one and %D, which is slower one. %K is 

calculated by the formula 3.5, where 𝑃# means the last closing price, n is a number of time 

periods, H is the highest price during the period n and L is the lowest price during the period 

n. %D is 3-period moving average of %K calculated by the formula 3.1. 

 

 

           (3.5) 

 

There are two basic versions of the stochastic oscillator. Fast stochastic uses just %K and %D 

lines by themselves. It is more sensitive to market changes but give a lot of false signals. In 

slow stochastic those lines are additionally smoothed by using their 3-days simple moving 

average. In other words, %D line of the fast stochastic replace %K line in the slow stochastic 

and then it is smoothed another one time to receive %D line of the slow stochastic. (Elder 

1993)  

 

%𝐾(𝑛) = 	
𝑃# − 𝐿(𝑛)
𝐻(𝑛) − 𝐿(𝑛) 
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Stochastic oscillator can identify overbought and oversold levels. Stochastic always has a 

reading from 0 to 100. Traditionally values below 20 signalize, that asset is oversold, and 

values above 80 signalize, that asset is overbought. (Investopedia 2018b)  

 

Traditional buy and sell signals are given when: 

1) There is bullish or bearish divergence between the price and the oscillator. Signal to 

buy is the strongest, when the first local low is below oversold level and the second is 

above it. Signal to sell is the strongest, when the first local high is above overbought 

level and the second is below it. (Elder 1993)  

2) Price crosses oversold level above or overbought level below. (Elder 1993)  

3) %K and %D cross each other. This signal is the fastest signal stochastic can give, but it 

has the biggest probability to be false. (Fidelity b)  

3.3.2. Relative strength index (RSI) 

The relative strength index is another one momentum indicator. It was developed by J. Welles 

Wilder 40 years ago. It measures the magnitude of the changes of the closing prices during 

the certain period of time. Basic value for this period is 14 days. The RSI is displayed the same 

way as the stochastic oscillator has a reading from 0 to 100. (Jagerson 2018)  

 

The relative strength index is calculated in two steps by the formulas 3.6 and 3.7. 

 

 

         (3.6) 

 

         (3.7) 

 

RSI can identify overbought and oversold levels, but they are not constant. Traditionally asset 

is overbought, when RSI has values of 70 or above and oversold, when RSI has values of 30 or 

below. But those levels could be changed to 40 and 80 on the bullish market and to 20 and 60 

on the bearish market. (Elder 1993)  Quite often traders use also 50 as an adjusted overbought 

or oversold level. (Jagerson 2018)  

 

𝑅𝑆𝐼(𝑛) = 	100 −
1

100 − 𝑅𝑆 

𝑅𝑆 = 	
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑛)
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝑛)  
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Traditional buy and sell signals are given when: 

1) There is bullish or bearish divergence between the price and the oscillator. (Fidelity a)  

2) Price crosses oversold level above or overbought level below. (Fidelity a)  

3) RSI forms chart patterns like double bottom or head and shoulders. Also, RSI has its 

own trend, support and resistance lines, which RSI often are crossed before the price. 

(Fidelity a)  
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4. Strategies and risk measures 

First part of this chapter describes strategies based on the technical analysis and explain how 

the actual test is implemented. Risk indicators are described in the second part. 

4.1. Strategies 

Basic Buy & Hold strategy is equal to traditional investment. According to it, bitcoin is bought 

1.10.2016 by $612,98 and sold 1.10.2018 by $6571,20 with 972,01% of profit. Other 3 

strategies are based on the different indicators of technical analysis. All used indicators are 

classic and well known. For the simplification every strategy is based just on crossovers of 1 

or 2 indicators. Due to it signals are clear, and their interpretation has not any contradictions. 

Use of technical analysis is confirmed if strategies based on it can show better performance 

compared to the Buy & Hold strategy. 

 

First strategy is based on the crossover of two exponential moving averages. Second strategy 

is based on the crossover of relative strength index and Bollinger bands. Third strategy is based 

on the crossover of the lines of the stochastic oscillator. 

4.1.1. Strategy 1. Exponential moving average crossover 

First strategy is based on two exponentials moving averages. One of them is faster 3-days EMA 

and the second one is slower 8-days EMA. Those values were chosen for the final version, 

because after manipulating with them on Trading View it was noticed that those values give 

higher performance compared to other suitable values from the Fibonacci sequence on the 

different time periods. All those tests are not added to that research, because in would make 

it too complicated and long. Strategy code is presented in Appendixes and everyone can check 

the performance of other values by adding the code on Trading View.  

Additional condition is filter, which let open just trend-following positions. Direction of the 

trend is defined by the direction of 100-days Simple Moving Average. Long positions are 

opened just when 100-days SMA is growing and short positions when it is decreasing. The 

main idea of it is to notify just the global trend. It is possible to develop much better filters, 

which let open positions according the local trends. It could be done in the following 

researches. 
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All signals are given by crossover of 3-days EMA and 8-days EMA. For the “Long” strategy signal 

to open position is generated when the faster EMA crosses above the slower EMA. Signal to 

sell is generated when the faster EMA crosses below the slower EMA. For the “Short” strategy 

signal to open position is generated when the faster EMA crosses below the slower EMA. 

Signal to close position is generated when the faster EMA crosses above the slower EMA. 

Technically, it means, that without filter reversal short position is opened every time, when  

Whole code for “Only Long” version of the strategy is presented in Appendix 1 and for “Only 

Short” version in Appendix 2. “Long & Short” version is a combination of those two codes. All 

versions in Appendices include the filter. For executing a test without it a row “if 

(longCondition1 and longCondition2 and window)” must be replaced by “if (longCondition1 

and window)” and a row “if (shortCondition1 and shortCondition2 and window)” must be 

replaced by “if (shortCondition1 and window)”. 

4.1.2. Strategy 2. Relative strength index and Bollinger bands 

Second strategy is based on combination of the relative strength index and the Bollinger 

bands. The main logic remains the same. The faster EMA is replaced by the RSI and the slower 

EMA is replaced by the center line by center line of BB, which originally is a moving average. 

For the “Long” strategy signal to open position is generated when RSI crosses above the center 

line of BB. Signal to sell is generated when the RSI crosses above the upper band or crosses 

below the center line of BB. For the “Short” strategy signal to open position is generated when 

the RSI crosses below the center line of BB. Signal to close position is generated when RSI 

crosses below the lower band or crosses above the center line of BB.  

In this strategy both indicators are used with their common values. Only difference is related 

to standard deviations in the upper and lower bands. Traditionally they are equal to 2 standard 

derivations and price stay in the channel 95% of times, but preliminary test showed, that it 

gives too early signals to take profit. Due to it standard deviation’s value is changed to 3, so 

price stay in the channel 99% of time. Additional condition is direction of 100-days SMA. It is 

the same filter, as in the Strategy 1, and it is used by the same way.  

Whole code for “Only Long” version of the strategy is presented in Appendix 3 and for “Only 

Short” version in Appendix 4. “Long & Short” version is a combination of those two codes. For 

executing a test without the filter, a row “if (longCondition1 and longCondition2 and window)” 
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must be replaced by “if (longCondition1 and window)” and a row “if (shortCondition1 and 

shortCondition2 and window)” must be replaced by “if (shortCondition1 and window)”. 

4.1.3. Strategy 3. Stochastic oscillator 

The main principles of a Third Strategy are the same as in the previous two. Strategy is based 

on the crossover of %K and %D lines. For the “Long” strategy signal to open position is 

generated when %K crosses above %D. Signal to sell is generated when %K crosses below %D. 

For the “Short” strategy signal to open position is generated when %K crosses below %D. 

Signal to close position is generated when %K crosses above %D. Additional condition is 

direction of the 100-days SMA, which is used as filter.  

Third strategy is the fastest and sometimes gives signals even before the actual movement of 

the price. Visually it looks like it shows the best moments to open and close positions and 

potentially can give the highest profit. However, often it gives exit. Obviously, this strategy 

will give more signals than other two. Traditionally stochastic oscillator is not used on trends, 

but in channels between resistance and support levels. It makes it interesting to test the real 

performance of this strategy compared to others. 

Whole code for “Only Long” version of the strategy is presented in Appendix 5 and for “Only 

Short” version in Appendix 6. “Long & Short” version is a combination of those two codes. For 

executing a test without the filter, a row “if (longCondition1 and longCondition2 and window)” 

must be replaced by “if (longCondition1 and window)” and a row “if (shortCondition1 and 

shortCondition2 and window)” must be replaced by “if (shortCondition1 and window)”. 

4.2. Risk measures 

A fundamental idea in finance is the relationship between return and risk. The greater risk 

investor accepts the greater return he expects. Two risk measures used in this research are 

Sharpe ratio and maximum drawdown. 

4.2.1. Sharpe ratio 

The Sharpe ratio was developed by William F. Sharpe and became one of the most widely used 

risk measure. It is used to estimate the return compared to risk. The ratio is calculated through 
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the formula 4.1, where 𝑅R is a return of portfolio, 𝑅S is a risk-free rate and 𝜎R is a standard 

deviation of portfolio’s excess return. (Kenton 2018b) 

  

(4.1) 

According to Matveev (2016) risk-free rate is suitable for traditional investments, but in 

trading risk exist all the time. For that reason, when Sharpe ratio is used to evaluate a 

performance of a trading strategy or to compare some strategies with each other, risk-free 

ratio is assumed to be zero. Then the ratio is an average return per trade divided by standard 

deviation. 

4.2.2. Maximum drawdown 

Maximum drawdown (MDD) is one of the key indicators to display the risk of the trading 

strategy. MDD is an indicator of downside risk during the chosen time period. It is widely used 

to compare the riskiness of two trading strategies. The strategies can provide similar profit 

and volatility, but their maximum drawdowns can be totally different. MDD is popular in 

investments and trading communities, because it is focused on capital preservation, which is 

always one of the main aims. (Kenton 2017) MDD is calculated by the formula 4.2 (Stockopedia 

2018). 

 

            (4.2) 

The highest possible value of MDD is 100%. It means that invested capital is totally lost. If 

every trade is profitable and value of portfolio is constantly growing, MDD would be equal to 

zero. Usually trading strategies include acceptable value of maximum drawdown. (Kenton 

2017) 

 

  

𝑀𝐷𝐷	 = 	
𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘	𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒	𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒	𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡	𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 − 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡	𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒	𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒	𝑛𝑒𝑤	ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ		

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘	𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒	𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒	𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡	𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝  

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝𝑒	𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜	 = 	
𝑅R −		𝑅S

𝜎R
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5. Results 

After strategies were coded, the code of each strategy was added to the field “Pine Editor”. It 

was implemented through “Add to Chart” bottom. Visualization of indicators and all entry and 

exit moments were showed on the chart. Net profit, maximum drawdown and list of trades 

were showed in the “Strategy Tester” window. All this data was copied to the clipboard 

through “Export” bottom. This operation was done totally for 18 different versions of the 

strategies: “Only Long”, “Only Short” and “Long & Short” versions of three presented 

strategies with 100-days SMA filter and without it. Exported data was pasted to Excel. Lists of 

trade were modified for a readable version.  Returns of every trade were calculated separately 

for long and short entries. Based and those returns were calculated such parameters as 

average return of trade, standard deviation, Sharp ratio, total result and annualized result. All 

lists of trades with calculated parameters are added to Appendix 7. Summarized results are 

presented in this chapter. 

Total return of every strategy during the 2-year tested period is presented in Table 1. As we 

can see, every “Only Long” strategy show higher performance, than “Buy & Hold” strategy. 

On the other hand, none of “Only Short” strategies show the result comparable with “Buy & 

Hold” strategy, but still all of them, except the Strategy 3 without the filter are profitable. An 

interesting point is, that every “Long & Short” strategy where both “Only Long” and “Only 

Short” strategies are profitable shows much higher profit, than the simple sum of the results 

of “Only Long” and “Only Short” version. It means that it is possible to add value by using 

combined strategy. In general, the idea, that it is possible to receive higher profit with 

technical analysis methods is confirmed. 

Table 1. Total return 
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If we compare strategies to each other, we can see, that the First Strategy has the best 

performance same as the Third Strategy show the worst one. Those results confirm and 

explain why stochastic oscillators is traditionally used just in the channels. The results of using 

the filter are ambivalent. On the one hand, the return of winning Strategy 1 is smaller with the 

filter. On the other hand, in the other strategies versions with filter are sometimes more 

profitable and in the “Only Short” version of the Strategy 3 the filter lets to avoid the loss. It 

looks like the filter removes not only the false signals, but also some profitable ones. It is 

possible to say, that the idea of the filter is right, but the realization is not the best and better 

filter can be developed. 

Table 2 shows the same results, but the return is annualized. Of course, 2-year period is too 

short, and the return wasn’t equal, and the biggest part of the profit was received during the 

first year, but this expression is more traditional that can simplify an interpretation of the 

results. 

Table 2. Annualized return 

 

Table 3 presents Sharpe ratios. There are also showed average profits by the single trade and 

standard deviations. All three parameters have the highest value in “Only Long” strategies and 

the lowest in “Only Short” strategies. Values of “Long & Short” strategies are located between 

the values of “Only Longs” and “Only Shorts”. Strategy 1 has the highest Sharp ratio and 

average profit and Strategy 3 has the lowest values. Standard deviations are high in all 

versions. It can be explained by a huge number of false signals. It is visible in the lists of trades 

presented in Appendix 7 that some of the trades are extremely profitable when the return of 

the others is near zero. 
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Table 3. Sharpe ratios 

 

If in terms of total return results of using 100-days SMA filter are ambivalent, in terms of risk 

it is totally worthwhile. All versions with filter have higher Sharpe ratio compared to the 

corresponding versions without the filter. It is interesting to note, that even average return 

per trade is higher in those versions where 100-days SMA is added. It can mean, that the filter 

works and removes wrong entry signals. 

Going to the maximum drawdowns presented in table 4 Strategy 1 is winning again. It has the 

smallest drawdown almost in every its version compared to a corresponding version of any 

other strategy. Strategy 3 again shows the worst performance. “Only Long” versions have the 

smallest risk and “Only Short” the biggest. Maximum drawdown of “Long & Short” strategies 

in average is located between the results of “Only Longs” and “Only Shorts”. 100-days SMA 

filter also confirms its usefulness in terms of the maximum drawdown. It reduces the risk for 

all strategies in every version.  
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Table 4. Maximum drawdown 

 

In general, the results of two used risk measures are similar, which confirms their authenticity. 

Strategy 1 has the lowest risk and Strategy 3 the highest. “Only Long” strategies have the 

lowest risk, “Only Short” strategies the highest and “Long & Short” strategies have 

intermediate values. The filter noticeably reduces the risk.  

          Table 5. Top 5 strategies 

 

Table 5 presents the best 5 strategies according to the combination of the profit and risk 

factors. Only two strategies are presented in each column: “Long & Short” version of the First 

Strategy with 100-days SMA filter and “Long & Short” version of the Second Strategy with 100-

days SMA filter. The First Strategy is located higher in all three columns, so it can be 

interpreted as the best in terms of profit/risk ratio.  
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6. Conclusion 

In this thesis three strategy in their different versions based on the technical analysis were 

compared with the Buy & Hold strategy. The research material consisted from the prices of 

bitcoin during the period 1.10.2016 – 1.10.2018. In addition, those strategies and their 

different versions were compared between themselves. 

The research showed, that on bitcoin even the simplest strategies based on classic indicators 

could give higher performance compared to traditional long-term investment. The use of 

technical analysis is definitely confirmed. Any of the presented strategies could be successfully 

used in investments and trading.  

The First Strategy based on the crossover of the exponential moving averages showed the best 

results in every its version. The Third Strategy based on the crossover of %K and %D of the 

stochastic oscillator showed the worst results in every its version. The hypothesis, that this 

strategy could give the best entry and exit moments was refuted. The usefulness of the trend-

following filter was confirmed. In terms of profit the results were ambivalent, but both risk 

measures showed that 100-days SMA reduced the risk.  

Technical analysis is very large subject. This thesis covers just a small part of it. In the further 

researches any of the presented strategies can be improved by various methods. It is possible 

to create more professional trend filter, which can recognize local uptrends and downtrends. 

It is possible to add totally different filter, like a dispersion for the slower line, which could 

eliminate false signals. It is possible to use totally different strategies. It is possible to 

implement the test on the other timeframes or other currencies. 
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix 1. The code for the Strategy 1 (Long) 
 
//@version=3 
strategy("MA Strategy", overlay=true, initial_capital=10000000, 
default_qty_type=strategy.percent_of_equity, default_qty_value=100) 
 
// Time period 
start = timestamp(2016, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
finish = timestamp(2018, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
window = time >= start and time <= finish ? true : false 
 
// Input data 
FastEMA = input(3, minval=1, title="Fast EMA") 
SlowEMA = input(8, minval=1, title="Slow EMA") 
 
// Calculations 
emaf = ema(close, FastEMA) 
emas = ema(close, SlowEMA) 
 
// Filter SMA(100) 
ma = input(100, minval=1, title="MA Filter") 
f1 = sma(close, ma) 
f2 = sma(close[1], ma) 
c=f1>f2?green:red 
filtma=plot(f1,color=c, linewidth=3, transp=0) 
 
// Open Long 
longCondition1 = crossover(emaf, emas) 
longCondition2 = f1 > f2 
if (longCondition1 and longCondition2 and window) 
    strategy.entry("Long", strategy.long) 
 
// Close Long 
longCloseCondition = crossunder(emaf, emas) 
if (longCloseCondition and window) 
    strategy.close("Long") 
 
// Visualization 
plot(emaf, color=yellow, linewidth=2, transp=0) 
plot(emas, color=orange, linewidth=2, transp=0) 
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Appendix 2. The code for the Strategy 1 (Short) 
 
//@version=3 
strategy("MA Strategy", overlay=true, initial_capital=10000000, 
default_qty_type=strategy.percent_of_equity, default_qty_value=100) 
 
// Time period 
start = timestamp(2016, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
finish = timestamp(2018, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
window = time >= start and time <= finish ? true : false 
 
// Input data 
FastEMA = input(3, minval=1, title="Fast EMA") 
SlowEMA = input(8, minval=1, title="Slow EMA") 
 
// Calculations 
emaf = ema(close, FastEMA) 
emas = ema(close, SlowEMA) 
 
// Filter SMA(100) 
ma = input(100, minval=1, title="MA Filter") 
f1 = sma(close, ma) 
f2 = sma(close[1], ma) 
c=f1>f2?green:red 
filtma=plot(f1,color=c, linewidth=3, transp=0) 
 
// Open Short     
shortCondition1 = crossover(emas, emaf) 
shortCondition2 = f1 < f2 
if (shortCondition1 and shortCondition2 and window) 
    strategy.entry("Short", strategy.short) 
 
// Close Short 
shortCloseCondition = crossunder(emas, emaf) 
if (shortCloseCondition and window) 
    strategy.close("Short") 
     
// Visualization 
plot(emaf, color=yellow, linewidth=2, transp=0) 
plot(emas, color=orange, linewidth=2, transp=0) 
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Appendix 3. The code for the Strategy 2 (Long) 
 
//@version=3 
strategy("RSI & BB Strategy", overlay=false, initial_capital=10000000, 
default_qty_type=strategy.percent_of_equity, default_qty_value=100) 
 
// Time period 
start = timestamp(2016, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
finish = timestamp(2018, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
window = time >= start and time <= finish ? true : false 
 
// Input data 
for_rsi = input(14, minval=1, title="RSI") 
for_ema = input(20, minval=1, title="Center Line") 
for_mult = input(3, minval=0.1, maxval=5, title="StDev") 
 
// Calculations 
current_rsi = rsi(close, for_rsi) 
basis = ema(current_rsi, for_ema) 
dev = for_mult * stdev(current_rsi, for_ema) 
upper = basis + dev 
lower = basis - dev 
 
// Filter SMA(100) 
ma = input(100, minval=1, title="MA Filter") 
f1 = sma(close, ma) 
f2 = sma(close[1], ma) 
 
// Open Long 
longCondition1 = crossover(current_rsi, basis) 
longCondition2 = f1 > f2 
if (longCondition1 and longCondition2 and window) 
    strategy.entry("Long", strategy.long) 
 
// Close Long 
longCloseCondition1 = crossunder(current_rsi, basis) 
longCloseCondition2 = crossover(current_rsi, upper) 
if (longCloseCondition1 or longCloseCondition2) 
    strategy.close("Long") 
 
// Visualization 
plot(upper, color=#00fff0, linewidth=2) 
plot(lower, color=#00fff0, linewidth=2) 
plot(basis, color=white, transp=0, linewidth=3) 
plot(current_rsi, color=yellow, linewidth=3) 
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Appendix 4. The code for the Strategy 2 (Short) 
 
//@version=3 
strategy("RSI & BB Strategy", overlay=false, initial_capital=10000000, 
default_qty_type=strategy.percent_of_equity, default_qty_value=100) 
 
// Time period 
start = timestamp(2016, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
finish = timestamp(2018, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
window = time >= start and time <= finish ? true : false 
 
// Input data 
for_rsi = input(14, minval=1, title="RSI") 
for_ema = input(20, minval=1, title="Center Line") 
for_mult = input(3, minval=0.1, maxval=5, title="StDev") 
 
// Calculation 
current_rsi = rsi(close, for_rsi) 
basis = ema(current_rsi, for_ema) 
dev = for_mult * stdev(current_rsi, for_ema) 
upper = basis + dev 
lower = basis - dev 
 
// Filter SMA(100) 
ma = input(100, minval=1, title="MA Filter") 
f1 = sma(close, ma) 
f2 = sma(close[1], ma) 
 
// Open Short     
shortCondition1 = crossover(basis, current_rsi) 
shortCondition2 = f1 < f2 
if (shortCondition1 and shortCondition2 and window) 
    strategy.entry("Short", strategy.short) 
 
// Close Short 
shortCloseCondition1 = crossunder(basis, current_rsi) 
shortCloseCondition2 = crossunder(current_rsi, lower) 
if (shortCloseCondition1 or shortCloseCondition2) 
    strategy.close("Short") 
     
// Visualization 
plot(upper, color=#00fff0, linewidth=2) 
plot(lower, color=#00fff0, linewidth=2) 
plot(basis, color=white, transp=0, linewidth=3) 
plot(current_rsi, color=yellow, linewidth=3) 
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Appendix 5. The code for the Strategy 3 (Long) 
 
//@version=3 
strategy("Strategy Stochastic Crossover", overlay=true, initial_capital=10000000, 
default_qty_type=strategy.percent_of_equity, default_qty_value=100) 
 
// Time period 
start = timestamp(2016, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
finish = timestamp(2018, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
window = time >= start and time <= finish ? true : false 
 
// Input data 
periodK = input(7, minval=1, title="%K") 
periodD = input(3, minval=1, title="%D") 
smooth = input(1, minval=1, title="Smooth") 
 
// Calculations 
k = stoch(close, high, low, periodK) 
d = sma(k, periodD) 
 
sK = sma(k, smooth) 
sD = sma(d, smooth) 
 
// Filter SMA(100) 
ma = input(100, minval=1, title="MA Filter") 
f1 = sma(close, ma) 
f2 = sma(close[1], ma) 
c=f1>f2?green:red 
filtma=plot(f1,color=c, linewidth=3, transp=0) 
 
// Open Long 
longCondition1 = crossover(sK, sD) 
longCondition2 = f1 > f2 
if (longCondition1 and longCondition2 and window) 
    strategy.entry("Long", strategy.long) 
 
// Close Long 
longCloseCondition = crossunder(sK, sD) 
if (longCloseCondition and window) 
    strategy.close("Long") 
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Appendix 6. The code for the Strategy 3 (Short) 
 
//@version=3 
strategy("Strategy Stochastic Crossover", overlay=true, initial_capital=10000000, 
default_qty_type=strategy.percent_of_equity, default_qty_value=100) 
 
// Time period 
start = timestamp(2016, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
finish = timestamp(2018, 10, 01, 00, 00) 
window = time >= start and time <= finish ? true : false 
 
// Input data 
periodK = input(7, minval=1, title="%K") 
periodD = input(3, minval=1, title="%D") 
smooth = input(1, minval=1, title="Smooth") 
 
// Calcalations 
k = stoch(close, high, low, periodK) 
d = sma(k, periodD) 
 
sK = sma(k, smooth) 
sD = sma(d, smooth) 
 
// Filter SMA(100) 
ma = input(100, minval=1, title="MA Filter") 
f1 = sma(close, ma) 
f2 = sma(close[1], ma) 
c=f1>f2?green:red 
filtma=plot(f1,color=c, linewidth=3, transp=0) 
 
// Open Short     
shortCondition1 = crossover(sD, sK) 
shortCondition2 = f1 < f2 
if (shortCondition1 and shortCondition2 and window) 
    strategy.entry("Short", strategy.short) 
 
// Close Short 
shortCloseCondition = crossunder(sD, sK) 
if (shortCloseCondition and window) 
    strategy.close("Short") 
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Appendix 7. The lists of trades 
 

Strategy Str 1 (long)  Strategy Str 1 (Short) 
Filther SMA 100  Filther SMA 100 
Start 01.10.16  Start 01.10.16 
End 01.10.18  End 01.10.18 
Number of trades 19  Number of trades 12 
Average trade return 20,72%  Average trade return 1,72% 
Standart deviation 27,86%  Standart deviation 7,07% 
Sharp Ratio 0,744  Sharp Ratio 0,244 
Maximum drawdown 9,79%  Max drawdawn 11,71% 
Total result, % 1623,51%  Total result, % 18,46% 
Annualized result, % 315,15%  Annualized result, % 8,84% 

       
       
Buy Sell Return, %  Sell Buy Return, % 

711,07 729,91 2,65%  627,84 654,52 -4,25% 
742,06 894,02 20,48%  8541,96 7923,78 7,24% 
905,95 995,49 9,88%  9181,52 7642,00 16,77% 

1011,01 1000,73 -1,02%  7498,00 6756,60 9,89% 
1011,53 1149,34 13,62%  6055,17 6385,75 -5,46% 
1242,46 1172,00 -5,67%  6304,45 6721,21 -6,61% 
1042,83 1169,53 12,15%  7726,85 6578,13 14,87% 
1202,59 2451,42 103,85%  6260,83 6478,99 -3,48% 
2734,03 2557,66 -6,45%  6355,97 6525,99 -2,67% 
2594,52 2501,46 -3,59%  6671,95 6521,49 2,26% 
2265,51 4282,53 89,03%  6251,49 6492,98 -3,86% 
4605,81 4327,41 -6,04%  6428,09 6684,50 -3,99% 
3920,66 5518,49 40,75%     
5889,99 6588,18 11,85%     
7294,00 15600,00 113,87%     

15155,62 14403,51 -4,96%     
11685,58 11162,62 -4,48%     

8891,20 10135,20 13,99%     
10572,49 9904,52 -6,32%     

 
Strategy Str 2 (Long)  Strategy Str 2 (Short) 
Filther SMA 100  Filther SMA 100 
Start 01.10.16  Start 01.10.16 
End 01.10.18  End 01.10.18 
Number of trades 28  Number of trades 19 
Average trade return 11,96%  Average trade return 1,55% 
Standart deviation 16,24%  Standart deviation 5,55% 
Sharp Ratio 0,736  Sharp Ratio 0,280 
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Max drawdawn 12,48%  Max drawdawn 12,51% 
Total result, % 1392,15%  Total result, % 28,43% 
Annualized result, % 286,28%  Annualized result, % 13,33% 

       
       
Buy Sell Return, %  Sell Buy Return, % 

739,71 727,09 -1,71%  607,19 610,25 -0,50% 
749,13 740,18 -1,19%  627,84 654,52 -4,25% 
742,06 749,51 1,00%  8541,96 7415,53 13,19% 
764,05 1004,73 31,50%  6799,37 6904,21 -1,54% 
921,98 913,15 -0,96%  6782,39 6824,75 -0,62% 
914,95 913,12 -0,20%  9066,90 9220,00 -1,69% 
919,99 985,71 7,14%  9356,79 7511,72 19,72% 

1032,91 1233,86 19,45%  7494,99 7617,98 -1,64% 
1071,34 1172,56 9,45%  7498,00 6711,30 10,49% 
1202,59 1690,33 40,56%  6055,17 6204,01 -2,46% 
1959,09 2277,01 16,23%  6304,45 6379,13 -1,18% 
2538,10 2530,27 -0,31%  6243,53 6353,25 -1,76% 
2698,00 2680,24 -0,66%  7726,85 6578,13 14,87% 
2899,01 2656,97 -8,35%  6397,37 6481,63 -1,32% 
2594,52 2501,46 -3,59%  6260,83 6478,99 -3,48% 
2308,82 4100,00 77,58%  6355,97 6525,99 -2,67% 
4308,80 4599,90 6,76%  6671,95 6521,49 2,26% 
3920,66 5518,49 40,75%  6251,49 6492,98 -3,86% 
6133,01 6967,64 13,61%  6428,09 6684,50 -3,99% 
7465,06 7150,61 -4,21%     
7846,96 7988,96 1,81%     
8199,83 14601,01 78,06%     

16470,00 16245,02 -1,37%     
17477,98 17700,00 1,27%     
16927,99 16173,98 -4,45%     
11685,58 11162,62 -4,48%     

8259,42 9688,26 17,30%     
10329,99 10723,01 3,80%     

 
Strategy Str 3 (Long)  Strategy Str 3 (Short) 
Filther SMA 100  Filther SMA 100 
Start 01.10.16  Start 01.10.16 
End 01.10.18  End 01.10.18 
Number of trades 106  Number of trades 45 
Average trade return 2,66%  Average trade return 0,53% 
Standart deviation 6,02%  Standart deviation 3,36% 
Sharp Ratio 0,442  Sharp Ratio 0,158 
Max drawdawn 31,39%  Max drawdawn 19,38% 
Total result, % 1038,23%  Total result, % 21,78% 
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Annualized result, % 237,38%  Annualized result, % 10,35% 

       
       
Buy Sell Return, %  Sell Buy Return, % 

726,60 684,84 -5,75%  608,60 612,84 -0,70% 
703,33 702,86 -0,07%  607,19 610,25 -0,50% 
708,17 714,48 0,89%  612,12 616,37 -0,69% 
700,38 727,09 3,81%  634,50 638,20 -0,58% 
749,13 740,18 -1,19%  635,26 638,97 -0,58% 
730,72 770,91 5,50%  636,96 628,99 1,25% 
758,97 768,97 1,32%  649,03 651,97 -0,45% 
777,00 775,75 -0,16%  8795,04 9535,04 -8,41% 
781,32 858,94 9,93%  8195,99 8265,05 -0,84% 
914,48 892,61 -2,39%  7860,83 8205,55 -4,39% 
897,82 969,99 8,04%  8708,52 8917,99 -2,41% 
966,34 1011,44 4,67%  8541,96 7932,41 7,14% 

1035,51 1114,38 7,62%  7086,14 6839,63 3,48% 
906,20 896,09 -1,12%  6799,37 6904,21 -1,54% 
905,24 778,70 -13,98%  6782,39 6940,94 -2,34% 
807,51 895,81 10,93%  8054,68 8172,83 -1,47% 
921,98 913,15 -0,96%  8781,70 8942,00 -1,83% 
914,95 1015,06 10,94%  8855,07 9352,97 -5,62% 

1024,00 1051,73 2,71%  9243,51 9220,00 0,25% 
1011,01 1000,73 -1,02%  9827,04 9308,49 5,28% 
1008,88 1056,40 4,71%  9007,19 8481,72 5,83% 
1084,00 1130,02 4,25%  7983,98 7579,30 5,07% 
1183,53 1180,05 -0,29%  7335,99 7469,45 -1,82% 
1180,46 1191,16 0,91%  7494,99 7658,99 -2,19% 
1228,00 1257,60 2,41%  7618,11 6880,76 9,68% 
1287,38 1260,00 -2,13%  6557,66 6638,80 -1,24% 
1278,49 1233,86 -3,49%  6390,60 6487,92 -1,52% 
1190,99 1172,00 -1,59%  6718,33 6153,60 8,41% 
1012,88 1037,60 2,44%  6073,99 6204,01 -2,14% 

956,02 1076,59 12,61%  6507,99 6755,46 -3,80% 
1146,42 1143,00 -0,30%  6666,75 6243,53 6,35% 
1190,72 1184,05 -0,56%  6208,78 6245,99 -0,60% 
1205,20 1212,16 0,58%  8216,74 7028,89 14,46% 
1171,00 1162,31 -0,74%  6932,18 6283,89 9,35% 
1176,59 1231,85 4,70%  6139,99 6240,49 -1,64% 
1242,00 1271,40 2,37%  6252,63 6194,30 0,93% 
1331,00 1336,77 0,43%  6397,37 6478,99 -1,28% 
1348,88 1390,86 3,11%  6355,97 6525,99 -2,67% 
1503,25 1537,36 2,27%  6700,13 6911,70 -3,16% 
1554,04 1830,85 17,81%  7034,47 7195,80 -2,29% 
1776,80 1706,07 -3,98%  7261,29 7353,48 -1,27% 
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1779,00 2017,55 13,41%  6671,95 6401,01 4,06% 
2265,90 2277,01 0,49%  6178,31 6238,99 -0,98% 
2172,54 2201,70 1,34%  6499,28 6388,40 1,71% 
2298,01 2530,27 10,11%  6574,29 6597,79 -0,36% 
2698,00 2875,71 6,59%     
2805,46 2656,97 -5,29%     
2424,96 2516,98 3,79%     
2598,00 2658,67 2,34%     
2565,00 2538,41 -1,04%     
2504,81 2501,46 -0,13%     
2383,97 2340,00 -1,84%     
1917,72 2667,01 39,07%     
2824,82 2756,80 -2,41%     
2666,33 2681,60 0,57%     
2745,76 2732,00 -0,50%     
2793,34 3216,78 15,16%     
3387,54 3342,99 -1,32%     
3410,00 3855,04 13,05%     
4320,95 4154,99 -3,84%     
4361,99 4260,47 -2,33%     
4078,00 4333,38 6,26%     
4385,00 4578,82 4,42%     
4734,26 4599,90 -2,84%     
4397,38 4327,41 -1,59%     
3699,89 3662,95 -1,00%     
4102,00 3607,83 -12,05%     
3781,13 3667,01 -3,02%     
3920,66 4162,04 6,16%     
4326,09 4391,41 1,51%     
4301,09 4761,67 10,71%     
4822,01 5653,58 17,25%     
5795,01 5683,92 -1,92%     
5700,00 6010,85 5,45%     
5889,99 5773,03 -1,99%     
6133,01 7030,00 14,63%     
7388,79 6967,64 -5,70%     
7465,06 7150,61 -4,21%     
5870,03 7675,00 30,75%     
7775,55 8095,19 4,11%     
8199,83 9877,63 20,46%     

10840,45 11250,00 3,78%     
11613,07 15799,87 36,05%     
16470,00 16245,02 -1,37%     
17477,98 18953,00 8,44%     
13980,00 13925,50 -0,39%     
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15764,45 14436,99 -8,42%     
13880,00 16173,98 16,53%     
14899,99 13249,99 -11,07%     
14197,78 13647,99 -3,87%     
13581,66 11393,97 -16,11%     
11199,00 11558,87 3,21%     
10848,99 11140,01 2,68%     
11446,54 11162,62 -2,48%     

8838,29 8190,78 -7,33%     
7737,26 8077,25 4,39%     
8891,20 8504,57 -4,35%     
9490,98 10433,68 9,93%     

11159,12 11233,42 0,67%     
10135,20 9688,26 -4,41%     
10329,99 11417,39 10,53%     

8248,99 7983,98 -3,21%     
7474,35 7330,84 -1,92%     
8177,72 8216,74 0,48%     
7353,48 6671,95 -9,27%     
6597,79 6569,32 -0,43%     

 
Strategy Str 1 (long)  Strategy Str 1 (Short) 
Filther No  Filther No 
Start 01.10.16  Start 01.10.16 
End 01.10.18  End 01.10.18 
Number of trades 31  Number of trades 32 
Average trade return 13,04%  Average trade return 1,33% 
Standart deviation 19,94%  Standart deviation 7,32% 
Sharp Ratio 0,654  Sharp Ratio 0,181 
Max drawdawn 13,19%  Max drawdawn 28,91% 
Total result, % 1755,58%  Total result, % 36,29% 
Annualized result, % 330,76%  Annualized result, % 16,74% 

       
       
Buy Sell Return, %  Sell Buy Return, % 

654,52 701,17 7,13%  627,84 654,52 -4,25% 
711,07 729,91 2,65%  701,17 711,07 -1,41% 
742,06 894,02 20,48%  729,91 742,06 -1,66% 
905,95 995,49 9,88%  894,02 905,95 -1,33% 

1011,01 1000,73 -1,02%  995,49 1011,01 -1,56% 
1011,53 1149,34 13,62%  1000,73 1011,53 -1,08% 
1242,46 1172,00 -5,67%  1149,34 1242,46 -8,10% 
1042,83 1169,53 12,15%  1172,00 1042,83 11,02% 
1202,59 2451,42 103,85%  1169,53 1202,59 -2,83% 
2734,03 2557,66 -6,45%  2451,42 2734,03 -11,53% 
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2594,52 2501,46 -3,59%  2557,66 2594,52 -1,44% 
2265,51 4282,53 89,03%  2501,46 2265,51 9,43% 
4605,81 4327,41 -6,04%  4282,53 4605,81 -7,55% 
3920,66 5518,49 40,75%  4327,41 3920,66 9,40% 
5889,99 6588,18 11,85%  5518,49 5889,99 -6,73% 
7294,00 15600,00 113,87%  6588,18 7294,00 -10,71% 

15155,62 14403,51 -4,96%  15600,00 15155,62 2,85% 
11685,58 11162,62 -4,48%  14403,51 11685,58 18,87% 

8891,20 10135,20 13,99%  11162,62 8891,20 20,35% 
10572,49 9904,52 -6,32%  10135,20 10572,49 -4,31% 

8904,02 8541,96 -4,07%  9904,52 8904,02 10,10% 
7923,78 9181,52 15,87%  8541,96 7923,78 7,24% 
7642,00 7498,00 -1,88%  9181,52 7642,00 16,77% 
6756,60 6055,17 -10,38%  7498,00 6756,60 9,89% 
6385,75 6304,45 -1,27%  6055,17 6385,75 -5,46% 
6721,21 7726,85 14,96%  6304,45 6721,21 -6,61% 
6578,13 6260,83 -4,82%  7726,85 6578,13 14,87% 
6478,99 6355,97 -1,90%  6260,83 6478,99 -3,48% 
6525,99 6671,95 2,24%  6355,97 6525,99 -2,67% 
6521,49 6251,49 -4,14%  6671,95 6521,49 2,26% 
6492,98 6428,09 -1,00%  6251,49 6492,98 -3,86% 

    6428,09 6684,50 -3,99% 
 

Strategy Str 2 (Long)  Strategy Str 2 (Short) 
Filther No  Filther No 
Start 01.10.16  Start 01.10.16 
End 01.10.18  End 01.10.18 
Number of trades 48  Number of trades 48 
Average trade return 7,47%  Average trade return 0,51% 
Standart deviation 12,89%  Standart deviation 7,28% 
Sharp Ratio 0,579  Sharp Ratio 0,070 
Max drawdawn 13,59%  Max drawdawn 58,01% 
Total result, % 1643,85%  Total result, % 3,67% 
Annualized result, % 317,59%  Annualized result, % 1,82% 

       
       
Buy Sell Return, %  Sell Buy Return, % 

610,25 627,84 2,88%  607,19 610,25 -0,50% 
654,52 684,84 4,63%  627,84 654,52 -4,25% 
739,71 727,09 -1,71%  684,84 739,71 -8,01% 
749,13 740,18 -1,19%  727,09 749,13 -3,03% 
742,06 749,51 1,00%  740,18 742,06 -0,25% 
764,05 1004,73 31,50%  749,51 764,05 -1,94% 
921,98 913,15 -0,96%  1004,73 921,98 8,24% 
914,95 913,12 -0,20%  913,15 914,95 -0,20% 
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919,99 985,71 7,14%  913,12 919,99 -0,75% 
1032,91 1233,86 19,45%  985,71 1032,91 -4,79% 
1071,34 1172,56 9,45%  1233,86 1071,34 13,17% 
1202,59 1690,33 40,56%  1172,56 1202,59 -2,56% 
1959,09 2277,01 16,23%  1690,33 1959,09 -15,90% 
2538,10 2530,27 -0,31%  2277,01 2538,10 -11,47% 
2698,00 2680,24 -0,66%  2530,27 2698,00 -6,63% 
2899,01 2656,97 -8,35%  2680,24 2899,01 -8,16% 
2594,52 2501,46 -3,59%  2656,97 2594,52 2,35% 
2308,82 4100,00 77,58%  2501,46 2308,82 7,70% 
4308,80 4599,90 6,76%  4100,00 4308,80 -5,09% 
3920,66 5518,49 40,75%  4599,90 3920,66 14,77% 
6133,01 6967,64 13,61%  5518,49 6133,01 -11,14% 
7465,06 7150,61 -4,21%  6967,64 7465,06 -7,14% 
7846,96 7988,96 1,81%  7150,61 7846,96 -9,74% 
8199,83 14601,01 78,06%  7988,96 8199,83 -2,64% 

16470,00 16245,02 -1,37%  14601,01 16470,00 -12,80% 
17477,98 17700,00 1,27%  16245,02 17477,98 -7,59% 
16927,99 16173,98 -4,45%  17700,00 16927,99 4,36% 
11685,58 11162,62 -4,48%  16173,98 11685,58 27,75% 

8259,42 9688,26 17,30%  11162,62 8259,42 26,01% 
10329,99 10723,01 3,80%  9688,26 10329,99 -6,62% 

8904,02 8541,96 -4,07%  10723,01 8904,02 16,96% 
7415,53 6799,37 -8,31%  8541,96 7415,53 13,19% 
6904,21 6782,39 -1,76%  6799,37 6904,21 -1,54% 
6824,75 9066,90 32,85%  6782,39 6824,75 -0,62% 
9220,00 9356,79 1,48%  9066,90 9220,00 -1,69% 
7511,72 7494,99 -0,22%  9356,79 7511,72 19,72% 
7617,98 7498,00 -1,57%  7494,99 7617,98 -1,64% 
6711,30 6055,17 -9,78%  7498,00 6711,30 10,49% 
6204,01 6304,45 1,62%  6055,17 6204,01 -2,46% 
6379,13 6243,53 -2,13%  6304,45 6379,13 -1,18% 
6353,25 7726,85 21,62%  6243,53 6353,25 -1,76% 
6578,13 6397,37 -2,75%  7726,85 6578,13 14,87% 
6481,63 6260,83 -3,41%  6397,37 6481,63 -1,32% 
6478,99 6355,97 -1,90%  6260,83 6478,99 -3,48% 
6525,99 6671,95 2,24%  6355,97 6525,99 -2,67% 
6521,49 6251,49 -4,14%  6671,95 6521,49 2,26% 
6492,98 6428,09 -1,00%  6251,49 6492,98 -3,86% 
6684,50 6500,00 -2,76%  6428,09 6684,50 -3,99% 

       
Strategy Str 3 (Long)  Strategy Str 3 (Short) 
Filther No  Filther No 
Start 01.10.16  Start 01.10.16 
End 01.10.18  End 01.10.18 
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Number of trades 152  Number of trades 152 
Average trade return 2,04%  Average trade return -0,04% 
Standart deviation 5,46%  Standart deviation 4,49% 
Sharp Ratio 0,375  Sharp Ratio -0,009 
Max drawdawn 44,55%  Max drawdawn 59,44% 
Total result, % 1315,82%  Total result, % -30,34% 
Annualized result, % 276,27%  Annualized result, % -16,54% 

       
       
Buy Sell Return, %  Sell Buy Return, % 

612,84 607,19 -0,92%  608,60 612,84 -0,70% 
610,25 612,12 0,31%  607,19 610,25 -0,50% 
616,37 634,50 2,94%  612,12 616,37 -0,69% 
638,20 635,26 -0,46%  634,50 638,20 -0,58% 
638,97 636,96 -0,31%  635,26 638,97 -0,58% 
628,99 649,03 3,19%  636,96 628,99 1,25% 
651,97 711,10 9,07%  649,03 651,97 -0,45% 
726,60 684,84 -5,75%  711,10 726,60 -2,18% 
703,33 702,86 -0,07%  684,84 703,33 -2,70% 
708,17 714,48 0,89%  702,86 708,17 -0,76% 
700,38 727,09 3,81%  714,48 700,38 1,97% 
749,13 740,18 -1,19%  727,09 749,13 -3,03% 
730,72 770,91 5,50%  740,18 730,72 1,28% 
758,97 768,97 1,32%  770,91 758,97 1,55% 
777,00 775,75 -0,16%  768,97 777,00 -1,04% 
781,32 858,94 9,93%  775,75 781,32 -0,72% 
914,48 892,61 -2,39%  858,94 914,48 -6,47% 
897,82 969,99 8,04%  892,61 897,82 -0,58% 
966,34 1011,44 4,67%  969,99 966,34 0,38% 

1035,51 1114,38 7,62%  1011,44 1035,51 -2,38% 
906,20 896,09 -1,12%  1114,38 906,20 18,68% 
905,24 778,70 -13,98%  896,09 905,24 -1,02% 
807,51 895,81 10,93%  778,70 807,51 -3,70% 
921,98 913,15 -0,96%  895,81 921,98 -2,92% 
914,95 1015,06 10,94%  913,15 914,95 -0,20% 

1024,00 1051,73 2,71%  1015,06 1024,00 -0,88% 
1011,01 1000,73 -1,02%  1051,73 1011,01 3,87% 
1008,88 1056,40 4,71%  1000,73 1008,88 -0,81% 
1084,00 1130,02 4,25%  1056,40 1084,00 -2,61% 
1183,53 1180,05 -0,29%  1130,02 1183,53 -4,74% 
1180,46 1191,16 0,91%  1180,05 1180,46 -0,03% 
1228,00 1257,60 2,41%  1191,16 1228,00 -3,09% 
1287,38 1260,00 -2,13%  1257,60 1287,38 -2,37% 
1278,49 1233,86 -3,49%  1260,00 1278,49 -1,47% 
1190,99 1172,00 -1,59%  1233,86 1190,99 3,47% 
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1012,88 1037,60 2,44%  1172,00 1012,88 13,58% 
956,02 1076,59 12,61%  1037,60 956,02 7,86% 

1146,42 1143,00 -0,30%  1076,59 1146,42 -6,49% 
1190,72 1184,05 -0,56%  1143,00 1190,72 -4,17% 
1205,20 1212,16 0,58%  1184,05 1205,20 -1,79% 
1171,00 1162,31 -0,74%  1212,16 1171,00 3,40% 
1176,59 1231,85 4,70%  1162,31 1176,59 -1,23% 
1242,00 1271,40 2,37%  1231,85 1242,00 -0,82% 
1331,00 1336,77 0,43%  1271,40 1331,00 -4,69% 
1348,88 1390,86 3,11%  1336,77 1348,88 -0,91% 
1503,25 1537,36 2,27%  1390,86 1503,25 -8,08% 
1554,04 1830,85 17,81%  1537,36 1554,04 -1,08% 
1776,80 1706,07 -3,98%  1830,85 1776,80 2,95% 
1779,00 2017,55 13,41%  1706,07 1779,00 -4,27% 
2265,90 2277,01 0,49%  2017,55 2265,90 -12,31% 
2172,54 2201,70 1,34%  2277,01 2172,54 4,59% 
2298,01 2530,27 10,11%  2201,70 2298,01 -4,37% 
2698,00 2875,71 6,59%  2530,27 2698,00 -6,63% 
2805,46 2656,97 -5,29%  2875,71 2805,46 2,44% 
2424,96 2516,98 3,79%  2656,97 2424,96 8,73% 
2598,00 2658,67 2,34%  2516,98 2598,00 -3,22% 
2565,00 2538,41 -1,04%  2658,67 2565,00 3,52% 
2504,81 2501,46 -0,13%  2538,41 2504,81 1,32% 
2383,97 2340,00 -1,84%  2501,46 2383,97 4,70% 
1917,72 2667,01 39,07%  2340,00 1917,72 18,05% 
2824,82 2756,80 -2,41%  2667,01 2824,82 -5,92% 
2666,33 2681,60 0,57%  2756,80 2666,33 3,28% 
2745,76 2732,00 -0,50%  2681,60 2745,76 -2,39% 
2793,34 3216,78 15,16%  2732,00 2793,34 -2,25% 
3387,54 3342,99 -1,32%  3216,78 3387,54 -5,31% 
3410,00 3855,04 13,05%  3342,99 3410,00 -2,00% 
4320,95 4154,99 -3,84%  3855,04 4320,95 -12,09% 
4361,99 4260,47 -2,33%  4154,99 4361,99 -4,98% 
4078,00 4333,38 6,26%  4260,47 4078,00 4,28% 
4385,00 4578,82 4,42%  4333,38 4385,00 -1,19% 
4734,26 4599,90 -2,84%  4578,82 4734,26 -3,39% 
4397,38 4327,41 -1,59%  4599,90 4397,38 4,40% 
3699,89 3662,95 -1,00%  4327,41 3699,89 14,50% 
4102,00 3607,83 -12,05%  3662,95 4102,00 -11,99% 
3781,13 3667,01 -3,02%  3607,83 3781,13 -4,80% 
3920,66 4162,04 6,16%  3667,01 3920,66 -6,92% 
4326,09 4391,41 1,51%  4162,04 4326,09 -3,94% 
4301,09 4761,67 10,71%  4391,41 4301,09 2,06% 
4822,01 5653,58 17,25%  4761,67 4822,01 -1,27% 
5795,01 5683,92 -1,92%  5653,58 5795,01 -2,50% 
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5700,00 6010,85 5,45%  5683,92 5700,00 -0,28% 
5889,99 5773,03 -1,99%  6010,85 5889,99 2,01% 
6133,01 7030,00 14,63%  5773,03 6133,01 -6,24% 
7388,79 6967,64 -5,70%  7030,00 7388,79 -5,10% 
7465,06 7150,61 -4,21%  6967,64 7465,06 -7,14% 
5870,03 7675,00 30,75%  7150,61 5870,03 17,91% 
7775,55 8095,19 4,11%  7675,00 7775,55 -1,31% 
8199,83 9877,63 20,46%  8095,19 8199,83 -1,29% 

10840,45 11250,00 3,78%  9877,63 10840,45 -9,75% 
11613,07 15799,87 36,05%  11250,00 11613,07 -3,23% 
16470,00 16245,02 -1,37%  15799,87 16470,00 -4,24% 
17477,98 18953,00 8,44%  16245,02 17477,98 -7,59% 
13980,00 13925,50 -0,39%  18953,00 13980,00 26,24% 
15764,45 14436,99 -8,42%  13925,50 15764,45 -13,21% 
13880,00 16173,98 16,53%  14436,99 13880,00 3,86% 
14899,99 13249,99 -11,07%  16173,98 14899,99 7,88% 
14197,78 13647,99 -3,87%  13249,99 14197,78 -7,15% 
13581,66 11393,97 -16,11%  13647,99 13581,66 0,49% 
11199,00 11558,87 3,21%  11393,97 11199,00 1,71% 
10848,99 11140,01 2,68%  11558,87 10848,99 6,14% 
11446,54 11162,62 -2,48%  11140,01 11446,54 -2,75% 

8838,29 8190,78 -7,33%  11162,62 8838,29 20,82% 
7737,26 8077,25 4,39%  8190,78 7737,26 5,54% 
8891,20 8504,57 -4,35%  8077,25 8891,20 -10,08% 
9490,98 10433,68 9,93%  8504,57 9490,98 -11,60% 

11159,12 11233,42 0,67%  10433,68 11159,12 -6,95% 
10135,20 9688,26 -4,41%  11233,42 10135,20 9,78% 
10329,99 11417,39 10,53%  9688,26 10329,99 -6,62% 

9228,83 8795,04 -4,70%  11417,39 9228,83 19,17% 
9535,04 8195,99 -14,04%  8795,04 9535,04 -8,41% 
8265,05 7860,83 -4,89%  8195,99 8265,05 -0,84% 
8205,55 8708,52 6,13%  7860,83 8205,55 -4,39% 
8917,99 8541,96 -4,22%  8708,52 8917,99 -2,41% 
7932,41 7086,14 -10,67%  8541,96 7932,41 7,14% 
6839,63 6799,37 -0,59%  7086,14 6839,63 3,48% 
6904,21 6782,39 -1,76%  6799,37 6904,21 -1,54% 
6940,94 8054,68 16,05%  6782,39 6940,94 -2,34% 
8172,83 8781,70 7,45%  8054,68 8172,83 -1,47% 
8942,00 8855,07 -0,97%  8781,70 8942,00 -1,83% 
9352,97 9243,51 -1,17%  8855,07 9352,97 -5,62% 
9220,00 9827,04 6,58%  9243,51 9220,00 0,25% 
9308,49 9007,19 -3,24%  9827,04 9308,49 5,28% 
8481,72 8481,99 0,00%  9007,19 8481,72 5,83% 
8248,99 7983,98 -3,21%  8481,99 8248,99 2,75% 
7579,30 7335,99 -3,21%  7983,98 7579,30 5,07% 
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7469,45 7494,99 0,34%  7335,99 7469,45 -1,82% 
7658,99 7618,11 -0,53%  7494,99 7658,99 -2,19% 
6880,76 6557,66 -4,70%  7618,11 6880,76 9,68% 
6638,80 6390,60 -3,74%  6557,66 6638,80 -1,24% 
6487,92 6718,33 3,55%  6390,60 6487,92 -1,52% 
6153,60 6073,99 -1,29%  6718,33 6153,60 8,41% 
6204,01 6507,99 4,90%  6073,99 6204,01 -2,14% 
6755,46 6666,75 -1,31%  6507,99 6755,46 -3,80% 
6243,53 6208,78 -0,56%  6666,75 6243,53 6,35% 
6245,99 7384,92 18,23%  6208,78 6245,99 -0,60% 
7474,35 7330,84 -1,92%  7384,92 7474,35 -1,21% 
7712,46 8174,06 5,99%  7330,84 7712,46 -5,21% 
8177,72 8216,74 0,48%  8174,06 8177,72 -0,04% 
7028,89 6932,18 -1,38%  8216,74 7028,89 14,46% 
6283,89 6139,99 -2,29%  6932,18 6283,89 9,35% 
6240,49 6252,63 0,19%  6139,99 6240,49 -1,64% 
6194,30 6397,37 3,28%  6252,63 6194,30 0,93% 
6478,99 6355,97 -1,90%  6397,37 6478,99 -1,28% 
6525,99 6700,13 2,67%  6355,97 6525,99 -2,67% 
6911,70 7034,47 1,78%  6700,13 6911,70 -3,16% 
7195,80 7261,29 0,91%  7034,47 7195,80 -2,29% 
7353,48 6671,95 -9,27%  7261,29 7353,48 -1,27% 
6401,01 6178,31 -3,48%  6671,95 6401,01 4,06% 
6238,99 6499,28 4,17%  6178,31 6238,99 -0,98% 
6388,40 6710,01 5,03%  6499,28 6388,40 1,71% 
6684,50 6574,29 -1,65%  6710,01 6684,50 0,38% 
6597,79 6569,32 -0,43%  6574,29 6597,79 -0,36% 

 

 Strategy Str 1 LS   Strategy Str 1 LS 

 Filther SMA 100   Filther No 

 Start 01.10.16   Start 01.10.16 

 End 01.10.18   End 01.10.18 

 Number of trades 31   Number of trades 64 

 Average trade return 13,36%   Average trade return 6,95% 

 Standart deviation 19,80%   Standart deviation 13,61% 

 Sharp Ratio 0,675   Sharp Ratio 0,511 

 Max drawdawn 11,72%   Max drawdawn 21,88% 

 Total result, % 1941,74%   Total result, % 2386,03% 

 Annualized result, % 351,86%   Annualized result, % 398,60% 

         
         

Type Buy Sell 
Return, 
%  Type Buy Sell 

Return, 
% 

Short 654,52 627,84 -4,25%  Short 654,52 627,84 -4,25% 
Long 711,07 729,91 2,65%  Long 654,52 701,17 7,13% 
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Long 742,06 894,02 20,48%  Short 711,07 701,17 -1,41% 
Long 905,95 995,49 9,88%  Long 711,07 729,91 2,65% 
Long 1011,01 1000,73 -1,02%  Short 742,06 729,91 -1,66% 
Long 1011,53 1149,34 13,62%  Long 742,06 894,02 20,48% 
Long 1242,46 1172,00 -5,67%  Short 905,95 894,02 -1,33% 
Long 1042,83 1169,53 12,15%  Long 905,95 995,49 9,88% 
Long 1202,59 2451,42 103,85%  Short 1011,01 995,49 -1,56% 
Long 2734,03 2557,66 -6,45%  Long 1011,01 1000,73 -1,02% 
Long 2594,52 2501,46 -3,59%  Short 1011,53 1000,73 -1,08% 
Long 2265,51 4282,53 89,03%  Long 1011,53 1149,34 13,62% 
Long 4605,81 4327,41 -6,04%  Short 1242,46 1149,34 -8,10% 
Long 3920,66 5518,49 40,75%  Long 1242,46 1172,00 -5,67% 
Long 5889,99 6588,18 11,85%  Short 1042,83 1172,00 11,02% 
Long 7294,00 15600,00 113,87%  Long 1042,83 1169,53 12,15% 
Long 15155,62 14403,51 -4,96%  Short 1202,59 1169,53 -2,83% 
Long 11685,58 11162,62 -4,48%  Long 1202,59 2451,42 103,85% 
Long 8891,20 10135,20 13,99%  Short 2734,03 2451,42 -11,53% 
Long 10572,49 9904,52 -6,32%  Long 2734,03 2557,66 -6,45% 
Short 7923,78 8541,96 7,24%  Short 2594,52 2557,66 -1,44% 
Short 7642,00 9181,52 16,77%  Long 2594,52 2501,46 -3,59% 
Short 6756,60 7498,00 9,89%  Short 2265,51 2501,46 9,43% 
Short 6385,75 6055,17 -5,46%  Long 2265,51 4282,53 89,03% 
Short 6721,21 6304,45 -6,61%  Short 4605,81 4282,53 -7,55% 
Short 6578,13 7726,85 14,87%  Long 4605,81 4327,41 -6,04% 
Short 6478,99 6260,83 -3,48%  Short 3920,66 4327,41 9,40% 
Short 6525,99 6355,97 -2,67%  Long 3920,66 5518,49 40,75% 
Short 6521,49 6671,95 2,26%  Short 5889,99 5518,49 -6,73% 
Short 6492,98 6251,49 -3,86%  Long 5889,99 6588,18 11,85% 
Short 6684,50 6428,09 -3,99%  Short 7294,00 6588,18 -10,71% 

     Long 7294,00 15600,00 113,87% 
     Short 15155,62 15600,00 2,85% 
     Long 15155,62 14403,51 -4,96% 
     Short 11685,58 14403,51 18,87% 
     Long 11685,58 11162,62 -4,48% 
     Short 8891,20 11162,62 20,35% 
     Long 8891,20 10135,20 13,99% 
     Short 10572,49 10135,20 -4,31% 
     Long 10572,49 9904,52 -6,32% 
     Short 8904,02 9904,52 10,10% 
     Long 8904,02 8541,96 -4,07% 
     Short 7923,78 8541,96 7,24% 
     Long 7923,78 9181,52 15,87% 
     Short 7642,00 9181,52 16,77% 
     Long 7642,00 7498,00 -1,88% 
     Short 6756,60 7498,00 9,89% 
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     Long 6756,60 6055,17 -10,38% 
     Short 6385,75 6055,17 -5,46% 
     Long 6385,75 6304,45 -1,27% 
     Short 6721,21 6304,45 -6,61% 
     Long 6721,21 7726,85 14,96% 
     Short 6578,13 7726,85 14,87% 
     Long 6578,13 6260,83 -4,82% 
     Short 6478,99 6260,83 -3,48% 
     Long 6478,99 6355,97 -1,90% 
     Short 6525,99 6355,97 -2,67% 
     Long 6525,99 6671,95 2,24% 
     Short 6521,49 6671,95 2,26% 
     Long 6521,49 6251,49 -4,14% 
     Short 6492,98 6251,49 -3,86% 
     Long 6492,98 6428,09 -1,00% 
     Short 6684,50 6428,09 -3,99% 
     Long 6684,50 6571,20 -1,69% 

 

 Strategy Str 2 LS   Strategy Str 2 LS 

 Filther SMA 100   Filther No 

 Start 01.10.16   Start 01.10.16 

 End 01.10.18   End 01.10.18 

 Number of trades 47   Number of trades 96 

 Average trade return 7,75%   Average trade return 4,00% 

 Standart deviation 12,52%   Standart deviation 10,14% 

 Sharp Ratio 0,619   Sharp Ratio 0,394 

 Max drawdawn 12,51%   Max drawdawn 33,51% 

 Total result, % 1816,34%   Total result, % 1727,58% 

 Annualized result, % 337,76%   Annualized result, % 327,50% 

         
         

Type Buy Sell 
Return, 
%  Type Buy Sell 

Return, 
% 

Short 610,25 607,19 -0,50%  Short 610,25 607,19 -0,50% 
Short 654,52 627,84 -4,25%  Long 610,25 627,84 2,88% 
Long 739,71 727,09 -1,71%  Short 654,52 627,84 -4,25% 
Long 749,13 740,18 -1,19%  Long 654,52 684,84 4,63% 
Long 742,06 749,51 1,00%  Short 739,71 684,84 -8,01% 
Long 764,05 1004,73 31,50%  Long 739,71 727,09 -1,71% 
Long 921,98 913,15 -0,96%  Short 749,13 727,09 -3,03% 
Long 914,95 913,12 -0,20%  Long 749,13 740,18 -1,19% 
Long 919,99 985,71 7,14%  Short 742,06 740,18 -0,25% 
Long 1032,91 1233,86 19,45%  Long 742,06 749,51 1,00% 
Long 1071,34 1172,56 9,45%  Short 764,05 749,51 -1,94% 
Long 1202,59 1690,33 40,56%  Long 764,05 1004,73 31,50% 
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Long 1959,09 2277,01 16,23%  Short 921,98 1004,73 8,24% 
Long 2538,10 2530,27 -0,31%  Long 921,98 913,15 -0,96% 
Long 2698,00 2680,24 -0,66%  Short 914,95 913,15 -0,20% 
Long 2899,01 2656,97 -8,35%  Long 914,95 913,12 -0,20% 
Long 2594,52 2501,46 -3,59%  Short 919,99 913,12 -0,75% 
Long 2308,82 4100,00 77,58%  Long 919,99 985,71 7,14% 
Long 4308,80 4599,90 6,76%  Short 1032,91 985,71 -4,79% 
Long 3920,66 5518,49 40,75%  Long 1032,91 1233,86 19,45% 
Long 6133,01 6967,64 13,61%  Short 1071,34 1233,86 13,17% 
Long 7465,06 7150,61 -4,21%  Long 1071,34 1172,56 9,45% 
Long 7846,96 7988,96 1,81%  Short 1202,59 1172,56 -2,56% 
Long 8199,83 14601,01 78,06%  Long 1202,59 1690,33 40,56% 
Long 16470,00 16245,02 -1,37%  Short 1959,09 1690,33 -15,90% 
Long 17477,98 17700,00 1,27%  Long 1959,09 2277,01 16,23% 
Long 16927,99 16173,98 -4,45%  Short 2538,10 2277,01 -11,47% 
Long 11685,58 11162,62 -4,48%  Long 2538,10 2530,27 -0,31% 
Long 8259,42 9688,26 17,30%  Short 2698,00 2530,27 -6,63% 
Long 10329,99 10723,01 3,80%  Long 2698,00 2680,24 -0,66% 
Short 7415,53 8541,96 13,19%  Short 2899,01 2680,24 -8,16% 
Short 6904,21 6799,37 -1,54%  Long 2899,01 2656,97 -8,35% 
Short 6824,75 6782,39 -0,62%  Short 2594,52 2656,97 2,35% 
Short 9220,00 9066,90 -1,69%  Long 2594,52 2501,46 -3,59% 
Short 7511,72 9356,79 19,72%  Short 2308,82 2501,46 7,70% 
Short 7617,98 7494,99 -1,64%  Long 2308,82 4100,00 77,58% 
Short 6711,30 7498,00 10,49%  Short 4308,80 4100,00 -5,09% 
Short 6204,01 6055,17 -2,46%  Long 4308,80 4599,90 6,76% 
Short 6379,13 6304,45 -1,18%  Short 3920,66 4599,90 14,77% 
Short 6353,25 6243,53 -1,76%  Long 3920,66 5518,49 40,75% 
Short 6578,13 7726,85 14,87%  Short 6133,01 5518,49 -11,14% 
Short 6481,63 6397,37 -1,32%  Long 6133,01 6967,64 13,61% 
Short 6478,99 6260,83 -3,48%  Short 7465,06 6967,64 -7,14% 
Short 6525,99 6355,97 -2,67%  Long 7465,06 7150,61 -4,21% 
Short 6521,49 6671,95 2,26%  Short 7846,96 7150,61 -9,74% 
Short 6492,98 6251,49 -3,86%  Long 7846,96 7988,96 1,81% 
Short 6684,50 6428,09 -3,99%  Short 8199,83 7988,96 -2,64% 

     Long 8199,83 14601,01 78,06% 
     Short 16470,00 14601,01 -12,80% 
     Long 16470,00 16245,02 -1,37% 
     Short 17477,98 16245,02 -7,59% 
     Long 17477,98 17700,00 1,27% 
     Short 16927,99 17700,00 4,36% 
     Long 16927,99 16173,98 -4,45% 
     Short 11685,58 16173,98 27,75% 
     Long 11685,58 11162,62 -4,48% 
     Short 8259,42 11162,62 26,01% 
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     Long 8259,42 9688,26 17,30% 
     Short 10329,99 9688,26 -6,62% 
     Long 10329,99 10723,01 3,80% 
     Short 8904,02 10723,01 16,96% 
     Long 8904,02 8541,96 -4,07% 
     Short 7415,53 8541,96 13,19% 
     Long 7415,53 6799,37 -8,31% 
     Short 6904,21 6799,37 -1,54% 
     Long 6904,21 6782,39 -1,76% 
     Short 6824,75 6782,39 -0,62% 
     Long 6824,75 9066,9 32,85% 
     Short 9220 9066,9 -1,69% 
     Long 9220 9356,79 1,48% 
     Short 7511,72 9356,79 19,72% 
     Long 7511,72 7494,99 -0,22% 
     Short 7617,98 7494,99 -1,64% 
     Long 7617,98 7498 -1,57% 
     Short 6711,3 7498 10,49% 
     Long 6711,3 6055,17 -9,78% 
     Short 6204,01 6055,17 -2,46% 
     Long 6204,01 6304,45 1,62% 
     Short 6379,13 6304,45 -1,18% 
     Long 6379,13 6243,53 -2,13% 
     Short 6353,25 6243,53 -1,76% 
     Long 6353,25 7726,85 21,62% 
     Short 6578,13 7726,85 14,87% 
     Long 6578,13 6397,37 -2,75% 
     Short 6481,63 6397,37 -1,32% 
     Long 6481,63 6260,83 -3,41% 
     Short 6478,99 6260,83 -3,48% 
     Long 6478,99 6355,97 -1,90% 
     Short 6525,99 6355,97 -2,67% 
     Long 6525,99 6671,95 2,24% 
     Short 6521,49 6671,95 2,26% 
     Long 6521,49 6251,49 -4,14% 
     Short 6492,98 6251,49 -3,86% 
     Long 6492,98 6428,09 -1,00% 
     Short 6684,5 6428,09 -3,99% 
     Long 6684,5 6571,2 -1,69% 

 

 Strategy Str 3 LS   Strategy Str 3 LS 

 Filther SMA 100   Filther No 

 Start 01.10.16   Start 01.10.16 

 End 01.10.18   End 01.10.18 

 Number of trades 153   Number of trades 305 
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 Average trade return 1,94%   Average trade return 0,99% 

 Standart deviation 5,34%   Standart deviation 5,05% 

 Sharp Ratio 0,362   Sharp Ratio 0,196 

 Max drawdawn 33,83%   Max drawdawn 43,33% 

 Total result, % 1152,56%   Total result, % 858,91% 

 Annualized result, % 253,92%   Annualized result, % 209,66% 

         
         

Type Buy Sell 
Return, 
%  Type Buy Sell 

Return, 
% 

Short 612,84 608,60 -0,70%  Short 612,84 608,60 -0,70% 
Short 610,25 607,19 -0,50%  Long 612,84 607,19 -0,92% 
Short 616,37 612,12 -0,69%  Short 610,25 607,19 -0,50% 
Short 638,20 634,50 -0,58%  Long 610,25 612,12 0,31% 
Short 638,97 635,26 -0,58%  Short 616,37 612,12 -0,69% 
Short 628,99 636,96 1,25%  Long 616,37 634,50 2,94% 
Short 651,97 649,03 -0,45%  Short 638,20 634,50 -0,58% 
Long 726,60 684,84 -5,75%  Long 638,20 635,26 -0,46% 
Long 703,33 702,86 -0,07%  Short 638,97 635,26 -0,58% 
Long 708,17 714,48 0,89%  Long 638,97 636,96 -0,31% 
Long 700,38 727,09 3,81%  Short 628,99 636,96 1,25% 
Long 749,13 740,18 -1,19%  Long 628,99 649,03 3,19% 
Long 730,72 770,91 5,50%  Short 651,97 649,03 -0,45% 
Long 758,97 768,97 1,32%  Long 651,97 711,10 9,07% 
Long 777,00 775,75 -0,16%  Short 726,60 711,10 -2,18% 
Long 781,32 858,94 9,93%  Long 726,60 684,84 -5,75% 
Long 914,48 892,61 -2,39%  Short 703,33 684,84 -2,70% 
Long 897,82 969,99 8,04%  Long 703,33 702,86 -0,07% 
Long 966,34 1011,44 4,67%  Short 708,17 702,86 -0,76% 
Long 1035,51 1114,38 7,62%  Long 708,17 714,48 0,89% 
Long 906,20 896,09 -1,12%  Short 700,38 714,48 1,97% 
Long 905,24 778,70 -13,98%  Long 700,38 727,09 3,81% 
Long 807,51 895,81 10,93%  Short 749,13 727,09 -3,03% 
Long 921,98 913,15 -0,96%  Long 749,13 740,18 -1,19% 
Long 914,95 1015,06 10,94%  Short 730,72 740,18 1,28% 
Long 1024,00 1051,73 2,71%  Long 730,72 770,91 5,50% 
Long 1011,01 1000,73 -1,02%  Short 758,97 770,91 1,55% 
Long 1008,88 1056,40 4,71%  Long 758,97 768,97 1,32% 
Long 1084,00 1130,02 4,25%  Short 777,00 768,97 -1,04% 
Long 1183,53 1180,05 -0,29%  Long 777,00 775,75 -0,16% 
Long 1180,46 1191,16 0,91%  Short 781,32 775,75 -0,72% 
Long 1228,00 1257,60 2,41%  Long 781,32 858,94 9,93% 
Long 1287,38 1260,00 -2,13%  Short 914,48 858,94 -6,47% 
Long 1278,49 1233,86 -3,49%  Long 914,48 892,61 -2,39% 
Long 1190,99 1172,00 -1,59%  Short 897,82 892,61 -0,58% 
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Long 1012,88 1037,60 2,44%  Long 897,82 969,99 8,04% 
Long 956,02 1076,59 12,61%  Short 966,34 969,99 0,38% 
Long 1146,42 1143,00 -0,30%  Long 966,34 1011,44 4,67% 
Long 1190,72 1184,05 -0,56%  Short 1035,51 1011,44 -2,38% 
Long 1205,20 1212,16 0,58%  Long 1035,51 1114,38 7,62% 
Long 1171,00 1162,31 -0,74%  Short 906,20 1114,38 18,68% 
Long 1176,59 1231,85 4,70%  Long 906,20 896,09 -1,12% 
Long 1242,00 1271,40 2,37%  Short 905,24 896,09 -1,02% 
Long 1331,00 1336,77 0,43%  Long 905,24 778,70 -13,98% 
Long 1348,88 1390,86 3,11%  Short 807,51 778,70 -3,70% 
Long 1503,25 1537,36 2,27%  Long 807,51 895,81 10,93% 
Long 1554,04 1830,85 17,81%  Short 921,98 895,81 -2,92% 
Long 1776,80 1706,07 -3,98%  Long 921,98 913,15 -0,96% 
Long 1779,00 2017,55 13,41%  Short 914,95 913,15 -0,20% 
Long 2265,90 2277,01 0,49%  Long 914,95 1015,06 10,94% 
Long 2172,54 2201,70 1,34%  Short 1024,00 1015,06 -0,88% 
Long 2298,01 2530,27 10,11%  Long 1024,00 1051,73 2,71% 
Long 2698,00 2875,71 6,59%  Short 1011,01 1051,73 3,87% 
Long 2805,46 2656,97 -5,29%  Long 1011,01 1000,73 -1,02% 
Long 2424,96 2516,98 3,79%  Short 1008,88 1000,73 -0,81% 
Long 2598,00 2658,67 2,34%  Long 1008,88 1056,40 4,71% 
Long 2565,00 2538,41 -1,04%  Short 1084,00 1056,40 -2,61% 
Long 2504,81 2501,46 -0,13%  Long 1084,00 1130,02 4,25% 
Long 2383,97 2340,00 -1,84%  Short 1183,53 1130,02 -4,74% 
Long 1917,72 2667,01 39,07%  Long 1183,53 1180,05 -0,29% 
Long 2824,82 2756,80 -2,41%  Short 1180,46 1180,05 -0,03% 
Long 2666,33 2681,60 0,57%  Long 1180,46 1191,16 0,91% 
Long 2745,76 2732,00 -0,50%  Short 1228,00 1191,16 -3,09% 
Long 2793,34 3216,78 15,16%  Long 1228,00 1257,60 2,41% 
Long 3387,54 3342,99 -1,32%  Short 1287,38 1257,60 -2,37% 
Long 3410,00 3855,04 13,05%  Long 1287,38 1260,00 -2,13% 
Long 4320,95 4154,99 -3,84%  Short 1278,49 1260,00 -1,47% 
Long 4361,99 4260,47 -2,33%  Long 1278,49 1233,86 -3,49% 
Long 4078,00 4333,38 6,26%  Short 1190,99 1233,86 3,47% 
Long 4385,00 4578,82 4,42%  Long 1190,99 1172,00 -1,59% 
Long 4734,26 4599,90 -2,84%  Short 1012,88 1172,00 13,58% 
Long 4397,38 4327,41 -1,59%  Long 1012,88 1037,60 2,44% 
Long 3699,89 3662,95 -1,00%  Short 956,02 1037,60 7,86% 
Long 4102,00 3607,83 -12,05%  Long 956,02 1076,59 12,61% 
Long 3781,13 3667,01 -3,02%  Short 1146,42 1076,59 -6,49% 
Long 3920,66 4162,04 6,16%  Long 1146,42 1143,00 -0,30% 
Long 4326,09 4391,41 1,51%  Short 1190,72 1143,00 -4,17% 
Long 4301,09 4761,67 10,71%  Long 1190,72 1184,05 -0,56% 
Long 4822,01 5653,58 17,25%  Short 1205,20 1184,05 -1,79% 
Long 5795,01 5683,92 -1,92%  Long 1205,20 1212,16 0,58% 
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Long 5700,00 6010,85 5,45%  Short 1171,00 1212,16 3,40% 
Long 5889,99 5773,03 -1,99%  Long 1171,00 1162,31 -0,74% 
Long 6133,01 7030,00 14,63%  Short 1176,59 1162,31 -1,23% 
Long 7388,79 6967,64 -5,70%  Long 1176,59 1231,85 4,70% 
Long 7465,06 7150,61 -4,21%  Short 1242,00 1231,85 -0,82% 
Long 5870,03 7675,00 30,75%  Long 1242,00 1271,40 2,37% 
Long 7775,55 8095,19 4,11%  Short 1331,00 1271,40 -4,69% 
Long 8199,83 9877,63 20,46%  Long 1331,00 1336,77 0,43% 
Long 10840,45 11250,00 3,78%  Short 1348,88 1336,77 -0,91% 
Long 11613,07 15799,87 36,05%  Long 1348,88 1390,86 3,11% 
Long 16470,00 16245,02 -1,37%  Short 1503,25 1390,86 -8,08% 
Long 17477,98 18953,00 8,44%  Long 1503,25 1537,36 2,27% 
Long 13980,00 13925,50 -0,39%  Short 1554,04 1537,36 -1,08% 
Long 15764,45 14436,99 -8,42%  Long 1554,04 1830,85 17,81% 
Long 13880,00 16173,98 16,53%  Short 1776,80 1830,85 2,95% 
Long 14899,99 13249,99 -11,07%  Long 1776,80 1706,07 -3,98% 
Long 14197,78 13647,99 -3,87%  Short 1779,00 1706,07 -4,27% 
Long 13581,66 11393,97 -16,11%  Long 1779,00 2017,55 13,41% 
Long 11199,00 11558,87 3,21%  Short 2265,90 2017,55 -12,31% 
Long 10848,99 11140,01 2,68%  Long 2265,90 2277,01 0,49% 
Long 11446,54 11162,62 -2,48%  Short 2172,54 2277,01 4,59% 
Long 8838,29 8190,78 -7,33%  Long 2172,54 2201,70 1,34% 
Long 7737,26 8077,25 4,39%  Short 2298,01 2201,70 -4,37% 
Long 8891,20 8504,57 -4,35%  Long 2298,01 2530,27 10,11% 
Long 9490,98 10433,68 9,93%  Short 2698,00 2530,27 -6,63% 
Long 11159,12 11233,42 0,67%  Long 2698,00 2875,71 6,59% 
Long 10135,20 9688,26 -4,41%  Short 2805,46 2875,71 2,44% 
Long 10329,99 11417,39 10,53%  Long 2805,46 2656,97 -5,29% 
Short 9535,04 8795,04 -8,41%  Short 2424,96 2656,97 8,73% 
Short 8265,05 8195,99 -0,84%  Long 2424,96 2516,98 3,79% 
Short 8205,55 7860,83 -4,39%  Short 2598,00 2516,98 -3,22% 
Short 8917,99 8708,52 -2,41%  Long 2598,00 2658,67 2,34% 
Short 7932,41 8541,96 7,14%  Short 2565,00 2658,67 3,52% 
Short 6839,63 7086,14 3,48%  Long 2565,00 2538,41 -1,04% 
Short 6904,21 6799,37 -1,54%  Short 2504,81 2538,41 1,32% 
Short 6940,94 6782,39 -2,34%  Long 2504,81 2501,46 -0,13% 
Short 8172,83 8054,68 -1,47%  Short 2383,97 2501,46 4,70% 
Short 8942,00 8781,70 -1,83%  Long 2383,97 2340,00 -1,84% 
Short 9352,97 8855,07 -5,62%  Short 1917,72 2340,00 18,05% 
Short 9220,00 9243,51 0,25%  Long 1917,72 2667,01 39,07% 
Short 9308,49 9827,04 5,28%  Short 2824,82 2667,01 -5,92% 
Short 8481,72 9007,19 5,83%  Long 2824,82 2756,80 -2,41% 
Long 8248,99 7983,98 -3,21%  Short 2666,33 2756,80 3,28% 
Short 7579,30 7983,98 5,07%  Long 2666,33 2681,60 0,57% 
Short 7469,45 7335,99 -1,82%  Short 2745,76 2681,60 -2,39% 
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Short 7658,99 7494,99 -2,19%  Long 2745,76 2732,00 -0,50% 
Short 6880,76 7618,11 9,68%  Short 2793,34 2732,00 -2,25% 
Short 6638,80 6557,66 -1,24%  Long 2793,34 3216,78 15,16% 
Short 6487,92 6390,60 -1,52%  Short 3387,54 3216,78 -5,31% 
Short 6153,60 6718,33 8,41%  Long 3387,54 3342,99 -1,32% 
Short 6204,01 6073,99 -2,14%  Short 3410,00 3342,99 -2,00% 
Short 6755,46 6507,99 -3,80%  Long 3410,00 3855,04 13,05% 
Short 6243,53 6666,75 6,35%  Short 4320,95 3855,04 -12,09% 
Short 6245,99 6208,78 -0,60%  Long 4320,95 4154,99 -3,84% 
Long 7474,35 7330,84 -1,92%  Short 4361,99 4154,99 -4,98% 
Long 8177,72 8216,74 0,48%  Long 4361,99 4260,47 -2,33% 
Short 7028,89 8216,74 14,46%  Short 4078,00 4260,47 4,28% 
Short 6283,89 6932,18 9,35%  Long 4078,00 4333,38 6,26% 
Short 6240,49 6139,99 -1,64%  Short 4385,00 4333,38 -1,19% 
Short 6194,30 6252,63 0,93%  Long 4385,00 4578,82 4,42% 
Short 6478,99 6397,37 -1,28%  Short 4734,26 4578,82 -3,39% 
Short 6525,99 6355,97 -2,67%  Long 4734,26 4599,90 -2,84% 
Short 6911,70 6700,13 -3,16%  Short 4397,38 4599,90 4,40% 
Short 7195,80 7034,47 -2,29%  Long 4397,38 4327,41 -1,59% 
Short 7353,48 7261,29 -1,27%  Short 3699,89 4327,41 14,50% 
Long 7353,48 6671,95 -9,27%  Long 3699,89 3662,95 -1,00% 
Long 7353,48 6671,95 -9,27%  Short 4102,00 3662,95 -11,99% 
Short 6401,01 6671,95 4,06%  Long 4102,00 3607,83 -12,05% 
Short 6238,99 6178,31 -0,98%  Short 3781,13 3607,83 -4,80% 
Short 6388,40 6499,28 1,71%  Long 3781,13 3667,01 -3,02% 
Short 6597,79 6574,29 -0,36%  Short 3920,66 3667,01 -6,92% 
Long 6597,79 6569,32 -0,43%  Long 3920,66 4162,04 6,16% 
Long 6597,79 6571,2 -0,40%  Short 4326,09 4162,04 -3,94% 

     Long 4326,09 4391,41 1,51% 
     Short 4301,09 4391,41 2,06% 
     Long 4301,09 4761,67 10,71% 
     Short 4822,01 4761,67 -1,27% 
     Long 4822,01 5653,58 17,25% 
     Short 5795,01 5653,58 -2,50% 
     Long 5795,01 5683,92 -1,92% 
     Short 5700,00 5683,92 -0,28% 
     Long 5700,00 6010,85 5,45% 
     Short 5889,99 6010,85 2,01% 
     Long 5889,99 5773,03 -1,99% 
     Short 6133,01 5773,03 -6,24% 
     Long 6133,01 7030,00 14,63% 
     Short 7388,79 7030,00 -5,10% 
     Long 7388,79 6967,64 -5,70% 
     Short 7465,06 6967,64 -7,14% 
     Long 7465,06 7150,61 -4,21% 
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     Short 5870,03 7150,61 17,91% 
     Long 5870,03 7675,00 30,75% 
     Short 7775,55 7675,00 -1,31% 
     Long 7775,55 8095,19 4,11% 
     Short 8199,83 8095,19 -1,29% 
     Long 8199,83 9877,63 20,46% 
     Short 10840,45 9877,63 -9,75% 
     Long 10840,45 11250,00 3,78% 
     Short 11613,07 11250,00 -3,23% 
     Long 11613,07 15799,87 36,05% 
     Short 16470,00 15799,87 -4,24% 
     Long 16470,00 16245,02 -1,37% 
     Short 17477,98 16245,02 -7,59% 
     Long 17477,98 18953,00 8,44% 
     Short 13980,00 18953,00 26,24% 
     Long 13980,00 13925,50 -0,39% 
     Short 15764,45 13925,50 -13,21% 
     Long 15764,45 14436,99 -8,42% 
     Short 13880,00 14436,99 3,86% 
     Long 13880,00 16173,98 16,53% 
     Short 14899,99 16173,98 7,88% 
     Long 14899,99 13249,99 -11,07% 
     Short 14197,78 13249,99 -7,15% 
     Long 14197,78 13647,99 -3,87% 
     Short 13581,66 13647,99 0,49% 
     Long 13581,66 11393,97 -16,11% 
     Short 11199,00 11393,97 1,71% 
     Long 11199,00 11558,87 3,21% 
     Short 10848,99 11558,87 6,14% 
     Long 10848,99 11140,01 2,68% 
     Short 11446,54 11140,01 -2,75% 
     Long 11446,54 11162,62 -2,48% 
     Short 8838,29 11162,62 20,82% 
     Long 8838,29 8190,78 -7,33% 
     Short 7737,26 8190,78 5,54% 
     Long 7737,26 8077,25 4,39% 
     Short 8891,20 8077,25 -10,08% 
     Long 8891,20 8504,57 -4,35% 
     Short 9490,98 8504,57 -11,60% 
     Long 9490,98 10433,68 9,93% 
     Short 11159,12 10433,68 -6,95% 
     Long 11159,12 11233,42 0,67% 
     Short 10135,20 11233,42 9,78% 
     Long 10135,20 9688,26 -4,41% 
     Short 10329,99 9688,26 -6,62% 
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     Long 10329,99 11417,39 10,53% 
     Short 9228,83 11417,39 19,17% 
     Long 9228,83 8795,04 -4,70% 
     Short 9535,04 8795,04 -8,41% 
     Long 9535,04 8195,99 -14,04% 
     Short 8265,05 8195,99 -0,84% 
     Long 8265,05 7860,83 -4,89% 
     Short 8205,55 7860,83 -4,39% 
     Long 8205,55 8708,52 6,13% 
     Short 8917,99 8708,52 -2,41% 
     Long 8917,99 8541,96 -4,22% 
     Short 7932,41 8541,96 7,14% 
     Long 7932,41 7086,14 -10,67% 
     Short 6839,63 7086,14 3,48% 
     Long 6839,63 6799,37 -0,59% 
     Short 6904,21 6799,37 -1,54% 
     Long 6904,21 6782,39 -1,76% 
     Short 6940,94 6782,39 -2,34% 
     Long 6940,94 8054,68 16,05% 
     Short 8172,83 8054,68 -1,47% 
     Long 8172,83 8781,70 7,45% 
     Short 8942,00 8781,70 -1,83% 
     Long 8942,00 8855,07 -0,97% 
     Short 9352,97 8855,07 -5,62% 
     Long 9352,97 9243,51 -1,17% 
     Short 9220,00 9243,51 0,25% 
     Long 9220,00 9827,04 6,58% 
     Short 9308,49 9827,04 5,28% 
     Long 9308,49 9007,19 -3,24% 
     Short 8481,72 9007,19 5,83% 
     Long 8481,72 8481,99 0,00% 
     Short 8248,99 8481,99 2,75% 
     Long 8248,99 7983,98 -3,21% 
     Short 7579,30 7983,98 5,07% 
     Long 7579,30 7335,99 -3,21% 
     Short 7469,45 7335,99 -1,82% 
     Long 7469,45 7494,99 0,34% 
     Short 7658,99 7494,99 -2,19% 
     Long 7658,99 7618,11 -0,53% 
     Short 6880,76 7618,11 9,68% 
     Long 6880,76 6557,66 -4,70% 
     Short 6638,80 6557,66 -1,24% 
     Long 6638,80 6390,60 -3,74% 
     Short 6487,92 6390,60 -1,52% 
     Long 6487,92 6718,33 3,55% 
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     Short 6153,60 6718,33 8,41% 
     Long 6153,60 6073,99 -1,29% 
     Short 6204,01 6073,99 -2,14% 
     Long 6204,01 6507,99 4,90% 
     Short 6755,46 6507,99 -3,80% 
     Long 6755,46 6666,75 -1,31% 
     Short 6243,53 6666,75 6,35% 
     Long 6243,53 6208,78 -0,56% 
     Short 6245,99 6208,78 -0,60% 
     Long 6245,99 7384,92 18,23% 
     Short 7474,35 7384,92 -1,21% 
     Long 7474,35 7330,84 -1,92% 
     Short 7712,46 7330,84 -5,21% 
     Long 7712,46 8174,06 5,99% 
     Short 8177,72 8174,06 -0,04% 
     Long 8177,72 8216,74 0,48% 
     Short 7028,89 8216,74 14,46% 
     Long 7028,89 6932,18 -1,38% 
     Short 6283,89 6932,18 9,35% 
     Long 6283,89 6139,99 -2,29% 
     Short 6240,49 6139,99 -1,64% 
     Long 6240,49 6252,63 0,19% 
     Short 6194,30 6252,63 0,93% 
     Long 6194,30 6397,37 3,28% 
     Short 6478,99 6397,37 -1,28% 
     Long 6478,99 6355,97 -1,90% 
     Short 6525,99 6355,97 -2,67% 
     Long 6525,99 6700,13 2,67% 
     Short 6911,70 6700,13 -3,16% 
     Long 6911,70 7034,47 1,78% 
     Short 7195,80 7034,47 -2,29% 
     Long 7195,80 7261,29 0,91% 
     Short 7353,48 7261,29 -1,27% 
     Long 7353,48 6671,95 -9,27% 
     Short 6401,01 6671,95 4,06% 
     Long 6401,01 6178,31 -3,48% 
     Short 6238,99 6178,31 -0,98% 
     Long 6238,99 6499,28 4,17% 
     Short 6388,40 6499,28 1,71% 
     Long 6388,40 6710,01 5,03% 
     Short 6684,50 6710,01 0,38% 
     Long 6684,50 6574,29 -1,65% 
     Short 6597,79 6574,29 -0,36% 
     Long 6597,79 6569,32 -0,43% 
     Short 6751,20 6569,32 -2,77% 
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